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I. STATEMET OF INTEREST 
 

 This comment is submitted on behalf of 1,138 members of the 

Florida Bar who (the author plus 1,137 additional signatories).  We 

are currently practicing law in Florida’s civil system and will be 

impacted by the amendments to the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure.  

We practice in personal injury and commercial litigation for both the 

plaintiff and defense.  Our locations range from Tavernier in the 

Florida Keys up to Jacksonville and across to Pensacola.  We are solo 

practitioners, attorneys in large, nationwide firms and in firms of all 

sizes between. 

 We, like the Florida Chapters of the American Board of Trial 

Advocates (“FLABOTA”), Florida Justice Association (“FJA”), Florida 

Defense Lawyers Association (“FDLA”), and the Civil Procedure Rules 

Committee, recognize that Florida’s civil justice system could do a 

better job with making cases move more efficiently and cost-

effectively.  We appreciate that the Workgroup undertook a herculean 

task when it wrote the Final Report and we commend them for the 

sacrifice of their time and for the hard work it took to create the Final 

Report and proposed amendments. 
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 Having said that, given the size of the task, the Workgroup was 

essentially asked to build Rome in a day.  And like construction 

undertaken with time pressure, there are infirmities in the final 

product.  We have reviewed the proposed changes and identified 

areas of conflict, areas of inconsistency and areas where we believe 

there needs to be clarity.   

 We have laid out the rules in chronological order and, under the 

heading for the rule, made our arguments for change.  There are a 

few instances where a rule early in the series (such as 1.200) 

interacts with a rule later in the series (such as rule 1.460).  Where 

that happens, we discuss the portion of rule 1.200 that impacts 

continuances of deadlines in the portion of the comment related to 

rule 1.460.  At the end of each section, we propose, in 

strikethrough/underline format what we believe would remedy the 

various problems.  Language that is not underlined is presently in 

the proposed rule (we have copied the rule as drafted/revised by the 

Workgroup); underlined language is what we would propose adding 

to the Workgroup’s proposed rule; strikethrough language is what we 

would suggest deleting in the Workgroup’s proposed rule. 
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 Before we address the particulars of the wording in the rules, 

we address two broader concepts: 

A. The changes will flounder without more court funding. 
 

It has been reported that Florida has the highest rates of court 

filings of any state in the country with the corresponding filing fees. 

However, our courts remain woefully under-staffed and under-

funded. 

As noted by in the comment filed by the Chief Judges, 

successful implementation of changes of the magnitude proposed by 

the Workgroup will require increases in funding and staffing.  As 

practitioners, we can see the strain that many judges and judicial 

assistants work under with the current rules.  There are not enough 

hours in the day to accomplish the hearings, the case management 

and the rulings that are necessary.  The proposed amendments will 

increase case management demands (with a corresponding increase 

a demand on a judge’s and his/her staff’s time), will require hearings 

for all potential sanctions (which the Workgroup has made clear 

judges should regularly award), and will add time pressures for ruling 

on all motions.  Without adequate law clerk staffing or even 
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magistrates to assist the trial judges, the amendments are setting our 

trial judges (and their few clerks) up for burn-out, if not failure.   

With both the proposed amendments in the Final Report and 

amendments the Supreme Court has required in the past two years, 

it appears that the Supreme Court desires to move Florida’s state 

court system to a system that closely resembles federal court.  A goal 

like that cannot be accomplished without affording Florida’s judges 

the same sort of support that is available to federal judges.  As noted 

in the comment filed by the Honorable Thomas Barber, a federal 

judge in the Middle District of Florida, federal judges usually have 

three laws clerks, a magistrate who handles discovery disputes (and 

the magistrate has two law clerks), a Courtroom Deputy Clerk who 

handles case management on a full-time basis, and in addition to all 

of the support staff, federal judges have smaller caseloads.  In 

comparison, as noted in the comment filed by the Florida Trial Court 

Staff Attorneys, some circuit courts have no staff attorneys; in other 

circuits, one staff attorney serves anywhere between five to 21 judges 

at the same time.  While Florida’s state court judges are certainly 

bright enough and capable enough to achieve a federal court 

standard, a single state court judge cannot be expected to accomplish 
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the same volume of work in the same amount of time that a federal 

judiciary team of EIGHT (judge, clerks, magistrate, magistrate clerks 

and Courtroom Deputy) can accomplish.  This is especially true given 

smaller federal court case volume. 

To be clear, we do not ask that the Workgroup or the Court 

indulge hypothetical concerns.  Instead, we believe that it is both 

fiscally and functionally necessary to conduct a fiscal analysis to 

determine the precise amount of the resources necessary to 

implement the Workgroup’s proposed changes.  In the same way that 

it is foolhardy to begin constructing a building without knowing how 

much it will cost to erect the structure (and being able to finance that 

cost), it would be foolhardy to thrust changes upon the court system 

without first determining the cost, in terms of both in personnel and 

infrastructure, to successfully implementing the changes.  

B. A phased roll out should be considered.  
 

We, along with the FDLA, FJA, FLABOTA and the Civil 

Procedure Rules Committee, strongly urge a “phased rollout” of the 

amended rules.  One basis for our request is that proposed rules 

1.160 and 1.161 are not ready for implementation.  They are too 

complicated as well as being unrealistic and inefficient.  As the two 
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rules that will be most often used, they need to be close to perfect 

before they are thrust upon practitioners and judges.   

We also suggest that the Court consider that the circuits are 

just now starting to emerge from the COVID-19 backlog.  The backlog 

is through no fault of the courts or practitioners.  This backlog will 

remain for quite some time as trials start—and then must stop or be 

retried—when judges, jurors or counsel test positive for COVID 

during trial.  Again, no one involved in the legal system can be blamed 

for the delays and uncertainty that have been created by the 

pandemic.  While the gradual clearing of the backlog is encouraging, 

the reality of those delays cannot be ignored and they should 

certainly not be exacerbated by a rush to implement large-scale new 

rules.  As noted by the FLABOTA comment, implementing all of the 

changes at once will generate widespread confusion and monumental 

growing pains.  The civil system could easily find itself in a situation 

where the “cure” the Court seeks to create—through rules whose 

primary purposes are to increase efficiency and cost-effectiveness—

actually inflict more damage than the problems it seeks to fix. 

(Anecdotally, in drafting this comment, several solo 

practitioners reached out to voice concern that they will not be able 
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to absorb such seismic changes all at once without either hiring more 

staff (and passing the cost along to the clients who employ them) or 

by reducing their caseloads.  For solo practitioners, whether they 

charge by the hour or on a contingency, reducing caseloads in order 

to properly learn the new rules and adjust their procedures for large-

scale change is a financial impact that several said might cause them 

to leave the practice of law altogether.  Fewer lawyers means less 

access to courts, not more.  We make this point to urge that practical 

realities are important and that a large-scale, single rollout will be 

crippling for many small and solo firms—not that it won’t be 

extraordinarily painful for larger firms and the courts too.) 

Moreover, in addition to rule 1.160 and 1.161 needing a total 

re-write, we are aware that the Thirteenth Judicial Circuit gave a 

presentation recently regarding their automated case management 

system.  If the automated system were adopted state-wide, it would 

require revision to proposed rule 1.200 (case management).  It would 

surely be a frustrating exercise for judges who revised their internal 

procedures to meet the needs of new rule 1.200 if they were 

instructed only a few months later to revise their procedures again.   
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Finally, we believe that, before any rule is implemented, that the 

Court should submit the rules to the Rules of Civil Procedure 

Committee, or some other equally qualified committee, for 

appropriate, consistent drafting.  While this comment attempts to 

address inconsistencies, it is by no means comprehensive of all the 

ways the proposed rules deviate from normal “rules language.”  Given 

that comparison of language in different rules is a tool of statutory 

(and rule) interpretation, consistent use of language throughout the 

rules of civil procedure is important.  (By way of example, the 

comment submitted by the Florida Trial Court Staff Attorneys notes 

several inconsistently worded ways that the rules require the trial 

judge to be notified.  Likewise, verb tenses and word choice 

throughout the Workgroup’s proposed rules do not match rules that 

are currently in place.)   

Whether the proposed amendments are submitted to the Rules 

of Civil Procedure Committee, the Court creates a committee with 

diverse legal backgrounds and rule-drafting experience, or the Court 

adds lawyers and judges to the Workgroup, the rules need to be 

“polished” by the wordsmiths who are familiar with rules language 

and who will be able to issue spot for problems with the current draft 
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before they are ready for publication.  In addition, the “polishing 

committee” would need to evaluate how the proposed rules, as a 

whole, interact with the rules that have not been revised.   

C. Phased rollout proposal: 
 

For these reasons, we suggest a phased roll out as follows: 

1. Delay implementation of rules 1.160 and 1.161 until 

workable, realistic versions can be created, however long that 

may take.  We strongly encourage the formation of a committee that 

contains trial court judges (1 from the Panhandle, 1 from a small 

southern county such as Monroe, 1 form a small northern county, 

such as St. Johns, 1 from Orange or Hillsborough County, 1 from 

Broward or Miami-Dade), trial lawyers (one who practices in business 

litigation, 1 who practices in personal injury, 1 who practices in 

products liability) and an appellate lawyer.  The suggested makeup 

is to ensure adequate input from judges and lawyers who handle 

diverse areas of litigation from circuits of varying sizes.  As noted by 

the comment of the Chief Judges, the diversity of the circuits is not 

something that can be overlooked.  We recognize that no rule will be 

perfect and no rule will satisfy everyone, but given that these two 

rules will impact everyone, both the bench and The Florida Bar 
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should work together until they have created something that 

functions fairly for everyone without creating undue burdens. 

2.  Delay implementation of rule 1.200 until a decision 

has been made regarding implementation of an automated case 

management order.  Such implementation could perhaps moot 

some of the concerns noted in this comment and the legitimate 

concerns noted in the comment submitted by the Business Law 

Section of the Florida Bar. 

3.  Revise the remaining rules to remedy the problems 

identified in the comments, make sure the “new rules” have 

been harmonized with the existing rules, and release the revised 

versions in batches when they are ready.  As mentioned, we 

suggest that a committee should be tasked with polishing the rules.  

Whether it be by adding a handful of practicing attorneys from 

various fields (business, personal injury, etc.—both plaintiff and 

defense) as well as judges from small and large counties to assist the 

Workgroup in creating a consistent, cohesive, functional set of 

revised rules or by sending the package this Court approves to the 

Rules of Civil Procedure Committee, the rules are not done yet.  Once 

they are done, we further suggest that the rules be grouped into 
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categories and rolled out in “batches” rather than thrusting 27 

dramatic changes on the civil legal system all at once. 

D.   A word on proportionality. 

 
The Florida Justice Reform Institute filed a comment on May 

25, 2022, largely opposing the Workgroup’s proposed amendments 

but suggesting two additions that the Workgroup did not 

recommend, one of which was a requirement of “proportionality” in 

discovery.  Other, out of state, groups joined the comment on 

proportionality.  Given the late date of the comment, we do not 

endeavor to state a position on their recommendations.  However, 

procedurally speaking, we strenuously urge that any addition to the 

Workgroup’s proposals, including a re-write of rule 1.160 and rule 

1.161, should not be implemented without going through the notice 

and comment procedure first.   
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II. COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC RULES 
 

A.  RULE 1.160 – MOTIONS 
 

 We are aware that the FJA has filed an alternative to rule 1.160, 

and that the Civil Procedure Rules Committee may also tackle this 

rule.  We support a re-write and submit our proposal below. 

At a minimum, before rule 1.160 is finalized, someone must 

account for the problems that:  

(1) a judge cannot decide whether a hearing is necessary when 

the judge has only a barebones motion and no response;  

(2) the currently drafted rule amplifies rather than lessens 

judicial labor because it requires review of a motion to decide if a 

hearing will occur, issuance of an order regarding whether a hearing 

will occur, scheduling a hearing, and then potentially issuance of 

another order regarding briefing—and all of that is before the judge 

even reaches the merits;  

(3) there is no infrastructure in place for the judge’s chambers 

to know that a party has requested a hearing;  

(4) without digital infrastructure (which currently does not 

exist—see comment above regarding the need for funding), someone 

in chambers would have to take on the task of watching for and 
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calendaring when a “request for decision” came into chambers in 

order to keep track of 10-day and 60-day deadlines;  

(5) the parties should not be at the mercy of an overworked 

judicial assistant providing them time for hearings (especially if the 

judicial assistant is on vacation during the short time in which 

parties are required to set a hearing!);  

(6) it is inefficient to have parties setting a hearing at the same 

time that a judge could then determine that a hearing is unnecessary;  

(7) asking judges to issue orders within 10 days regardless of 

the size or type of the motion is a one-size-fits-all approach that has 

the same sort of pragmatism as putting too few lifeboats on the 

Titanic—although the motivation comes from the right place, the 

execution is impractical to the point of being dangerous for those 

affected;  

(8) a pro se litigant would have a difficult time (at best) 

understanding how to navigate the complexities of the current draft 

of the rule. 
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Proposal for rule 1.160: 
 
RULE 1.1601  MOTIONS 
 

(a)  Application. This rule shall apply to all motions other than 
motions made This rule applies to all motions except those made 
pursuant to rules 1.480, 1.500, 1.510, 1.525, 1.530, 1.535, and 
1.540.2 In the event of contradiction a conflict between this rule and 
a rule governing a specific type of motion, the latter shall prevail 
rule governing the specific motion applies.  
 
(b)  Relief and Grounds. A request for court action must be made by 
motion. The motion must be in writing, except that the court may 
consider an oral motion when grounds arise during a hearing or trial, 
subject to any other relevant rules and orders of the court.  If written, 
a motion must state with particularity the grounds upon which it is 
based and the requested relief, 3 explain the legal basis for the relief 
requested with citations to any supporting authorities, and include a 

 
1 The Workgroup’s proposed rules refer to parties acting 

through counsel and parties appearing pro se, and repeatedly 
contains language explaining that represented parties act through 
counsel, while unrepresented parties act personally. That format 
increases the complexity of the rules. The addition of a provision in 
the general statements of the rules, explaining that where the rules 
refer to “parties” they mean either attorneys representing the parties, 
or unrepresented parties acting personally, would clarify the meaning 
of the rules and reduce the complexity of the later provisions.  
 

2 This sentence is much clearer than what the Workgroup 
originally proposed.   
 

3 This concept is copied from the Workgroup’s proposed rule 
1.160(j)(1), which requires the party to state the preferred disposition 
of a motion as part of a memorandum of law.  We think it best that 
all motions state the requested relief, not just those with a 
memorandum. 
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certificate of compliance with subdivision (c).4  The motion may also 
include a memorandum of law.  
 
(c)  Obligation to Meet and Confer.  With the exception of ex parte 
motions filed under subdivision (h) and motions requiring expedited 
resolution under subdivision (i), prior to the filing of any motion to 
which this rule appliesfiled, the parties shall meet and confer to 
discuss the motion.   
 

(1) Substance of the conference.  The parties shall confer to 
attempt to resolve or limit the issues of any proposed motion. In 
addition to discussing the merits of the dispute, the parties 
shall discuss whether one or more parties desire a hearing and, 
if so, the amount of time desired.  If a party desires a hearing, 
immediately before the conference, the party should ascertain 
available hearing dates so that, in addition to discussing the 
amount of time, the parties shall coordinate scheduling of the 
hearing during the conference. The conference may take place 
in person, by telephone or video conference, through e-mail or 
texts, or any method of communication in general use by 

 
4 The Workgroup’s proposed rules contemplate the motion and 

response being filed without incorporated memoranda of law, the 
court then ordering memoranda, and then a complicated process 
(subdivision j) of resolving motions with memoranda or summarily. 
This is inefficient.  If a party is going to file a motion, it should be 
aware of the facts and law that support the motion and provide them 
at the time of filing.  This suggested rule requires a description of the 
factual and legal basis for a party’s position in both the motion and 
response; thereby removing the need for additional court action to 
order the filing of memoranda and different processes for motions 
with and without memoranda. The incorporation of memoranda as a 
matter of course in both the motion and the response will better 
inform the court on the merits of the parties positions, how the 
matter should be resolved, whether a hearing is necessary, and will 
allow the court to enter an order summarily without further 
procedure.  
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attorneys.5 If the conference does not occur after the movant 
has attempted to contact opposing parties in at least 3 good-
faith attempts on three separate business days with at least one 
attempt being in writing and one attempt being via telephone,6 
the movant shall identify the dates, times and methods of 
communication of the attempts to confer in the certificate of 
compliance. 
 

(2)  If resolution occurs. If the parties successfully resolve the 
dispute in the conference, the movant shall file the motion.  The 
title of the motion shall indicate that it is an agreed motion and 
the motion itself shall include a statement that the parties 
resolved the matter during the conference and have agreed to 
the entry of an order.  The moving party shall serve a copy of 
the agreed motion and a stipulated, proposed order to the 
court.7  If the parties are able to resolve some, but not all issues 
as a result of the conference, the motion shall identify the issues 
agreed upon and the remaining issues which require the court’s 
attention in the motion.  

 

 
5 The Workgroup’s proposed rules limit conference 

communications to in person, telephone, or video conference. That 
limitation hinders communication, especially as the number of 
parties increases. For example, scheduling a zoom conference 
between multiple parties with demanding schedules, in different time 
zones or even different countries, routinely requires weeks of advance 
notice. E-mail and text communications are routinely used effectively 
in practice and allow for the requirement to confer to take place 
expeditiously. 
 

6  We propose a comment on the telephone provision at the 
end of this rule. 

  
7 Because this provision, relating to resolution of the motion at 

the conference, includes the procedure for submitting an order, there 
is no need to include a separate section for Stipulated Motions as was 
included in the Workgroup’s proposed rules. 
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(3) Certificate of Compliance. The movant shall include at the 
end of the motion a certificate of compliance stating that the 
conference has occurred. The certificate of compliance shall 
indicate the date of the conference, the names of the 
participants, and whether a hearing is requested.  If the 
conference did not occur, the certificate of compliance shall 
describe state the dates, times and methods of contact for the 3 
or more good faith attempts to schedule the conference.  

 
(d) Responses and replies. Except motions served with the 
summons and complaint, within 15 days after the motion is filed, any 
party, or non-party against whom the motion is directed, shall file a 
response which explains the legal basis for the objections to the relief 
requested with citations to any supporting authorities.8 The response 
may also include a detailed memorandum of law.  For a motion served 
with the summons and complaint, the response is due on the day the 
response to the complaint is due. Failure to respond or seek an 
enlargement of time may be deemed sufficient cause for granting the 
motion by default.  Within 7 days after the response is filed, the 
movant may file a reply.  The reply shall be limited to rebuttal of 
matters raised in the response in opposition to the motion without 
reargument of matters covered in the motion.  The court may order 
supplemental briefing as it deems necessary to decide any issues 
raised in the motion, response, or reply. 
 
(e)  Page limits.  Absent receipt of permission from the court, page 
limits for documents filed pursuant to this rule are: motion and 
response, 20 pages; reply, 10 pages.   These limits exclude the page 
containing the style of the case and any page containing only the 
certificate of service and/or certificate of compliance.   
 
(f)  Enlargements of time.  If a party or non-party against whom the 
motion is directed needs additional time beyond that stated in this 
rule, prior to the deadline, the party may file a motion for enlargement  
of time to file a response or reply.  The motion must state the reason 

 
8 By requiring a response, this facilitates a judge being able to 

rule on the papers without further orders from the judge. 
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an enlargement is necessary and must propose a deadline by which 
the response or reply will be filed.  If a hearing has been set, then the 
requested extension must take into account the date of the hearing 
and be tailored so that all filings can be completed at least two 
business days before the hearing. If the party seeking an extension 
requested a 10-day or less extension and the court has not ruled 
upon the motion by the time the deadline proposed in the motion has 
passed, any response or reply filed by the proposed deadline in the 
motion shall be considered timely filed.9   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
9 This subdivision is necessary to account for times when a 

movant files a motion and the non-moving party’s counsel or the 
affected non-party is in trial, on vacation, sick, or any other myriad 
of circumstances that would not allow for a response to be filed within 
the number of days an inflexible rule cannot anticipate. The 
extension could also be necessary if the issue is complicated and 
requires more time to prepare a response or if affidavits or other 
evidence gathering is necessary.  The provision also creates reprieve 
for judges by removing a requirement for issue a ruling if the party 
requests less than 10 days of extension. 

While we recognize that rule 1.090(b) allows for enlargements of 
time in other contexts, the enlargement of time in this rule is unique 
because it: (1) requires the parties to take into account completing 
briefing before the hearing date; and (2) allows a party to request an 
enlargement and for the request to be effectively granted without 
judicial action. 
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(g)  Request for Decision.10  Within 5 days after the deadline for 
serving a response if the moving party does not seek to file a reply, or 
within 5 days after serving the reply, the moving party shall file and 
serve on all parties and the court a request for decision.11  The 
request shall indicate the title of the motion and the dates the motion, 
response and reply, if any, were filed.  If no response was timely filed, 
the request for decision shall so state.  If no party has noticed the 
motion for hearing, then the request for decision shall be titled 
“Request for Decision Without Hearing.” If any party noticed the 
motion for hearing, the request shall include the date and time the 
hearing is scheduled, the party/parties that requested it, and the title 
of the request for decision shall be “Request for Decision with 
Hearing.” If resolution of the motion requires the court to decide 
issues of material fact, then the request shall state the date and time 

 
10 The provision is intended to eliminate the multiple filings that 

would arise from the Workgroup’s current proposed rule 1.160.  
Under our proposal, a party files a motion, the opposing 
party/parties respond.  Perhaps there is a reply.  Once that process 
is complete, the moving party files a “request for decision,” which 
starts the clock under rule 2.215.  The request tells the court when 
the filings took place, whether a hearing is set and, if so, when the 
hearing is to take place.  The court is now empowered to choose to 
rule on the papers prior to the hearing (see subdivision (h)(3) below) 
or conduct the hearing and then rule—but, unlike the Workgroup’s 
proposal, the court is not required to issue multiple orders to reach 
the desired outcome.  The rule also leaves open the possibility that 
neither party desires a hearing, in which case the request for decision 
starts the clock for a ruling under rule 2.215 and the court is aware 
that no hearing has been scheduled.  Please note that we also 
propose amending rule 2.215 (see note 15, below).   
 

11 For the purposes of this provision, to “serve on… the court” a 
request for decision requires sending an email to the judicial 
assistant.  It would be ideal if clerk’s offices statewide could be 
automated to recognize a “request for decision” and alert the judicial 
assistant without burdening the assistant with an email from the 
party. 
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the hearing is scheduled, the party/parties that requested it, and the 
title of the request for decision shall be “Request for Decision with 
Evidentiary Hearing.”  
 
(h)  Hearings.   

(1)  Except for motions listed in subdivision (a), which are 
excluded from this rule,12 or as otherwise specifically provided 
in these rules or other applicable legal authority, the court has 
discretion to decline to conduct a hearing on all matters except 
those that require the court to decide issues of material fact in 
order to rule upon the motion.   

 
(2)  The party seeking a hearing, or the movant if all parties 
desire a hearing, shall schedule and notice the hearing 
pursuant to rule 1.161.  If the moving party was unable to 
confer with the non-movant(s) after three good-faith attempts, 
the moving party may unilaterally schedule the hearing 
pursuant to the timeframes in rule 1.161.13 

 
(3)  If there are no issue of material fact to be resolved and the 
court desires to rule on the motion without a hearing, the court 
shall rule on the motion before the date the motion is set for 

 
12 The reference creates much needed clarity on whether or not 

a court has the authority to decline to conduct a hearing on motions 
for summary judgment.  Confusion will exist because motions for 
summary judgment, by definition, are not supposed to require a 
ruling on any material fact.  So that there is no room for doubt, this 
subdivision should make clear that a court cannot decline to conduct 
a hearing on a motion for summary judgment or any of the other 
excluded rules.  
 

13 This provision is intended to create some “teeth” for people 
who are not responsive to conferring with opposing counsel.  If 
counsel fails to respond regarding a request to confer, counsel does 
so at his or her peril because the hearing can be unilaterally set. 
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hearing.14 For hearings of 15-minutes or less, the court shall 
issue the order at least 3 business days15 before the date the 

 
14 After discussing rule 1.160 with multiple judges, many of 

them do not believe they need hearing time to decide certain issues.  
However, the Workgroup’s proposed rule required that, without the 
benefit of a response, and based on what was potentially only a 
barebones motion with no legal support, a judge to decide within 5 
days of a motion being filed whether the judge will conduct a hearing.  
A judge cannot evaluate whether a hearing is necessary unless he or 
she is given the full argument of both the moving party and the 
respondent.  This proposal gives the judge the ability to evaluate the 
motion, response and any reply and to make a decision whether 
further argument is necessary.  This proposal also encourages 
parties to organize their thoughts and bring their best arguments at 
the time they file rather than the system or ordering supplemental 
briefing contemplated in the Workgroup’s proposed rule.  (Although 
a judge is always free to request further briefing, it is so infrequent 
that we see no reason to complicate the rule with requirements 
related to the occurrence). 

At the same time, this proposed rule also imposes time 
limitations on the judge because the request for decision will trigger 
the 30-day time frame in amended rule 2.215.  (NOTE: If this revised 
rule was adopted, then rule 2.215(f)(1)(B) must also be amended.  For 
pre-trial motions, we propose that a judge have no more than 30 days 
after hearing to enter an order.  Alternatively, if the judge does not 
want a hearing, then he or she must rule within 60 days of the 
request for decision.  The proposed amendment to rule 2.215(f)(1)(B) 
is: 

Unless another rule of procedure requires a different 
timeframe, a judge shall must enter an order on a motion 
within on all matters submitted to the judge for 
determination prior to trial no later than 60 days after the 
date a request for decision was filed or 30 days after the 
date the motion was argued. 
 

15 There is a two-fold reason for three days for 15-minute hearings 
versus 7 days for longer hearings.  First, 15-minute hearings are 
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hearing is scheduled; for hearings of more than 15 minutes, the 
court shall issue the order at least 7 business days before the 
date the hearing is scheduled.16  If the court rules before the 

 

based on simple motions.  Attorneys will not prepare as far in 
advance for simple hearings, so the court can get closer to the hearing 
date before a ruling is necessary.  In contrast, more hearing time is 
needed for more complicated motions; 7 days in advance of the 
hearing prevents the parties from preparing for a hearing that will 
not take place. 

The shorter time frame for 15-minute hearings is also necessary 
in order to give the non-moving party 15 days to respond, the moving 
party 7 days to reply, and the court the opportunity to rule without 
a hearing.  Taking into account the proposed change to rule 1.161 
that a “reasonable” time frame for hearing 15-minute motions is 35 
days from the date the motion was filed, an assuming all parties take 
the maximum time allotted, the math works out like this: 
Day 1 – file motion and set hearing 
Day 16 – response filed 
Day 23 – reply filed 
Day 28 – request for decision filed (informing court that hearing will 
take place on day 35) 
Court has five days to rule upon the motion if it does not want to 
conduct the hearing. 
 

16 Whether it is 3 days or 7 days, the advance notice 
requirement exists so that: (1) there is a small cushion to account for 
any delay between the date the court signs the order and the date the 
clerk serves it on the parties; (2) there is time to cancel the hearing; 
and (3) the parties do not waste their time preparing for a hearing 
where the judge intends to rule on the papers.  All of these are goals 
encompassed within the Workgroup’s commission to make cases go 
faster and cost less.  Note that the proposed re-write to rule 1.161 
says that parties cannot cancel a hearing unless they submit an 
agreed order to chambers at least two full business days prior to the 
hearing—because judges indicate that they usually prepare one day 
before the hearing.  The rules are complimentary in the goal of 
reducing wasted time and resources. 
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date of hearing, the party that scheduled the hearing shall 
cancel the hearing immediately.   
 
(4)  If no hearing is conducted, the court shall indicate the basis 
for its decision in the written order.  If the court conducts a 
hearing, then the basis for the decision may be stated on the 
record and the order may refer to the reasons stated on the 
record as the basis for decision in addition to or in lieu of 
indicating the basis for the decision in the written order.17   

 
 
(i)  Ex-Parte Motions. A party seeking ex parte relief may file an ex 
parte motion when permitted by law. The title of the motion shall 
indicate that ex parte relief is requested. The incorporated 
memorandum of law shall include the legal authority authorizing ex 
parte relief to be issued. At the time the motion is filed, the movant 
shall also submit a copy of the motion and proposed order to the 
court. 
 
(j)  Motions Requiring Expedited Resolution ("Emergency" 
Motions). A motion seeking expedited resolution must state in the 
title that expedited resolution is requested. Because conferral prior 
to filing the motion is not required, in lieu of the certificate of 
compliance, the motion shall include a certificate of exigent 
circumstances signed by the attorney for a represented party, or 
personally by an unrepresented party. For purposes of this 
subdivision, the only circumstances that will be considered exigent 
are when irreparable harm, death, manifest injury to person or 
property, or dispossession from real property will occur if expedited 
relief is not granted, or situations where extraordinary unforeseen 
circumstances require an immediate ruling from the court.  Failure 
of a party or an attorney to act timely shall not constitute exigent 
circumstances or the required basis for an expedited hearing.  At the 
time of filing, the moving party shall serve a copy of the motion on 
the court.  Within 2 business days of filing, the court shall issue an 

 
17 This sentence is necessary in order to ensure the opportunity 

for meaningful appellate review.  The requirement is modeled after 
the same explicit requirement currently present in rule 1.510(a). 
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order according to one of the following options: (1) rule upon the 
merits; (2) require an expedited response; or (3) order that the matter 
does not warrant expedited treatment and direct that the motion be 
denied without prejudice and, if the moving party desires, refiled after 
the parties confer.   
 
(k) Abandonment of Motions. A motion shall be deemed abandoned 
and moot if the movant does not timely file a request for decision.  A 
motion that has been abandoned may be refiled.  
 
(l)  Motions Grantable by the Clerk. All motions and applications in 
the clerk's office for the issuance of mesne process and final process 
to enforce and execute judgments, for entering of clerk’s defaults, and 
for such other proceedings in the clerk's office as do not require an 
order of court shall be deemed motions and applications grantable as 
of course by the clerk. The clerk's action may be suspended or altered 
or rescinded by the court upon cause shown. 
 
 

Author’s Comment – 2022 
Subdivision (c)(1).  When a movant is attempting to confer 

under subdivision (c), the requirement that one attempt be made by 
phone is intended to provide a variety of contact methods so that a 
practitioner who accidentally overlooks an email might answer the 
phone or at least be less likely to overlook a phone message.  If the 
movant is unable to reach the person with whom the movant is 
attempting to confer, the movant should leave a message.  If 
voicemail is full or there is no message option, then it would be best 
practices to send a written communication indicating that voicemail 
was unavailable. 
 Subdivision (h)(1).  A case management conference is distinct 
from a hearing.  While judges have discretion to decline to conduct 
a non-evidentiary hearing, judges lack discretion to decline to 
conduct a case management conference.18   

 
18 This reference is necessary because case management 

conferences, while similar to a hearing, appear to be mandatory—
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B. RULE 1.161 – SCHEDULING OF HEARINGS ON MOTIONS 
 

 We believe a rewrite of rule 1.161 is necessary. The current draft 

is overly complicated and contains unworkable deadlines, 

particularly where involvement of a judicial assistant is required.  

Something much simpler will accomplish the same goals without 

negatively impacting the civil justice system.   

The FJA has proposed a draft of rule 1.161, that is much shorter 

and less complicated than what the Workgroup proposed.  It is not 

perfect, both it is far closer to workable than the Workgroup proposal. 

Again, we strongly encourage the creation of a diverse 

committee to examine the proposed re-writes and create something 

that is simplistic and workable.  As the most often used rule, it is 

critical that they be polished until they shine.  

 

clarification that courts must hold case management conferences is 
necessary. See the note on rule 1.200(h)(6)(B) at page x below. 
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C. RULE 1.200 – CASE MANAGEMENT 
 

Subdivisions (f)(2), (h)(4)(C)(i), and (h)(5)  

 
Our concern with these three provisions is the use of three 

different standards for when a deadline in a case management order 

can be changed. 

Subdivision (f)(2) allows for modification of a deadline where the 

modification will affect subsequent deadlines in the case 

management order only if there are “extraordinary unforeseen 

circumstances.”   

Subdivision (f)(2) also says that, if a problem “affects a 

subsequent date or dates [in a case management order], parties must 

seek an amendment of the case management order as opposed to an 

individual motion for extension.”  Rule 1.200(h)(4)(C)(i) then allows 

for amendment of multiple deadlines in a case management order 

when there is a “significant unforeseen change of circumstances.”   

Subdivision (h)(5) then says that, at any case management 

conference, the court “may revisit any of the deadlines previously set 

where the parties have demonstrated a good faith attempt to comply 

with the deadlines or have demonstrated a significant [but not 
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unforeseen] change of circumstances, such as the addition of new 

parties.”   

Essentially, there are three different standards for when 

deadlines in a case management order can be changed: extraordinary 

unforeseen circumstances (to move a deadline that might affect 

subsequent deadlines), significant unforeseen circumstances (to 

amend a case management order, which is the action sought when 

changing one deadline will affect subsequent deadlines), and 

significant changes of circumstances (also applied to change one or 

multiple dates in a case management order). 

We propose that all three rules be amended to consistently use 

the phrase “significant unforeseen change of circumstances” and 

delete the example.  The proper place for an example is in a comment 

to the rule, not the body of the rule itself.  Because we address further 

suggested changes to (f)(2) and (h)(5) relative to motions for 

continuance, we propose all changes to (f)(2) and (h)(5) in the section 

related to continuances.  (There is no proposed change to (h)(4)(C)(i).) 

Subdivision (f)(5)  

 
This rule says that, if a trial is not reached “during the trial 

period set by the case management order…the case shall be reset to 
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the next immediately available trial period.”  As an initial matter, a 

trial date is projected in a case management order, but the trial is 

actually “set” by court order pursuant to rule 1.440(c)(2) (“For any 

case subject to rule 1.200, not later than 45 days prior to the 

projected trial period set forth in the case management order, but no 

sooner than the deadline for filing a responsive pleading, the court 

shall enter an order fixing the trial period.”)  At a minimum, to be 

precise, the language of rule 1.200(f)(5) should be modified to say: 

 
When Trial Does Not Timely Occur. If a trial is not 
reached during the trial period scheduled by the case 
management order set pursuant to rule 1.440(c)(2), no 
further activity may take place absent leave of court, and 
the case shall be reset to the next immediately available 
trial period. 
 
But further modification is necessary to explain what “reset to 

the next immediately available trial period” means.  Does it mean that 

the case jumps in front of the people who are on the next docket?  Or 

does it mean that the case goes to the end of all assigned dockets?  

Is the case supposed to be prepared to go “next” every time a docket 

comes up?   

We strongly counsel against, “rolling” a case to the next docket 

every time it doesn’t go when scheduled.  Such a process is inefficient 
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and very expensive—the antithesis of the Workgroup’s purpose in 

creating the amendments.  Experts want need be paid to “hold” dates 

(assuming they can even do that) for months on end.  Clients have to 

arrange to take time off of work on a rolling basis to be able to attend 

trial.  And, rolling cases to docket after docket means that attorneys 

have no predictability in their calendars.  It would be impossible to 

be able to set future dates at a case management conference 

pursuant to rule 1.200(h)(3) (requiring counsel to “be prepared with 

all attorneys’ availability for future events”) where the attorneys have 

no idea when they will be in trial because their cases are on rolling 

dockets.  Such a process will most certainly lead to more work for 

judges as they increasingly have to “horse trade” regarding 

potentially conflicting trial dates.  See Proposed Rule 2.2550(c) 

(requiring judges to resolve conflicting trial dates).  Put simply, 

“rolling” trials from one docket to the next until the case is tried is 

good for no one: not the client, not the attorneys and not the judges. 

Without knowing what the Workgroup intended, it is difficult to 

suggest alternative language.  Clarification is definitely necessary, if 

not by amending the current language, then by adding a comment 

that provides the clarification. 
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Subdivision (h)(6)(B) 
 

Rule 1.200(h)(6)(B) says a party should immediately file a 

motion to amend the case management order and “set a case 

management conference” when it determines that it cannot comply 

with a provision in a case management order. 

Rule 1.160(a) says it “shall apply” to all motions except those 

exempted.  This means rule 1.160 would apply to a “motion to amend 

the case management report.”   

Rule 1.160(h) says that the court does not have to hold a 

hearing unless there are issues of material fact to be decided.   

All of this begs the question: is a “case management conference” 

a hearing?  Can a party just “set” a case management conference and 

the court must conduct one?  Or does the court have the discretion 

not to conduct a case management conference?  Rule 1.200 implies 

that case management conferences are different than hearings and 

that parties are entitled to a case management conference when they 

request them.  Unfortunately, there is no clarity to answer these 

questions.   

If parties are indeed entitled to a case management conference 

where thy might not be entitled to a hearing on other motions, as 
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indicated in our proposal above, we suggest that, when rule 1.160 is 

revised, it be noted in the rule that a judge must conduct evidentiary 

hearings and case management conferences, but has discretion to 

decline to conduct all other types of hearings for motions (other than 

the motions excluded in rule 1.160(a)). 

Given a case management conference’s likeness to a hearing, 

we also suggest that rule 1.200(h)(6)(B) be revised to include a 

requirement that parties must comply with rule 1.161 when setting 

a case management conference. 

Subdivision (h)(7)  

 
 This rule calls for the parties to provide the court with a 

transcript of any case management conference within 7 days of the 

conference if the parties cannot agree on a proposed order.  To get a 

copy of a transcript within 7 days requires a party to pay a “rush” fee 

to the court reporter.  It is very expensive (usually double the cost of 

normal delivery).  Adding this expense not only defeats a primary 

purpose of the rule revisions (to lessen the expense of litigation), but 

the rush is almost certainly unnecessary because it anticipates that 

the proposed orders will be ruled upon immediately.  The reality of 

most judge’s dockets is that resolving a dispute about the language 
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of an order is not usually in the “projects on fire” pile section of the 

desk. 

This is an amendment that needs to yield to the realities of both 

practitioners and judges.  Most court reporter’s “standard” delivery 

time is 10 to 15 business days.  We suggest that the arbitrary “7 

days” be expanded to 12 business days to give the court reporter time 

to transcribe (10 business days) and the parties two business days 

to confer once they have the transcript. 

We also request that a line be added to the rule stating, “In the 

event a transcript is necessary, the parties shall split the cost of the 

transcript fee.”  At a minimum, if the Workgroup is going to require 

the parties to provide a transcript, the rule should state who is 

responsible for paying for the transcript. 
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Proposed Changes to rule 1.200: 

1.200(f)(5) 
 

When Trial Does Not Timely Occur. If a trial is not 
reached during the trial period scheduled by the case 
management order set pursuant to rule 1.440(c)(2), no 
further activity may take place absent leave of court, and 
the case shall be reset to the next immediately available 
trial period. 
 

Author’s Comment -- 2022 
[Please explain what “reset to the next immediately 
available trial period” means.] 

 
1.200(h)(6)(B) 
 

If a party finds that the party is unable to comply with one 
or more provisions of the case management order, the 
party shall immediately file a motion for a case 
management conference laying out the issue and 
proposing a remedy. The party must seek consideration of 
the matter by the court by setting a case management 
conference pursuant to the requirements of rule 1.161 or 
submitting the matter to the court for consideration as a 
written submission as soon as the party determines that 
the party is unable to comply. 
 

1.200(h)(8) 
 

Proposed Orders. All proposed orders reflecting rulings 
made at a case management conference must be 
submitted to the court within 7 12 business days after the 
conference. If the parties do not agree to the content of the 
order, competing orders must be delivered to the court 
within 7 12 business days, along with a copy of the 
relevant portion of the transcript if a court reporter was 
present. In the event a transcript is necessary, the parties 
shall split the cost of the transcript fee.  
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D. Rule 1.271 – Pretrial Coordination Court 
 

Subdivisions (e)(1)(A), (B), (C) 
 

 This provision allows for the pretrial coordination court to try a 

bellwether case, try a consolidated issue, or try a consolidated trial 

on preliminary issues.  Currently, the three provisions related to each 

of these allowances says “[b]y stipulation and agreement of the 

parties” one of these three things can occur.   

We suggest that the rule needs to say “By stipulation and 

agreement of all of parties in each related case” a bellwether trial may 

occur or a consolidated trial, etc.  First, this language tracks the 

language of other subdivisions in rule 1.271.  Second, it is necessary.  

If, for example, a pretrial coordination court has 15 related cases and 

only two of the 15 want a consolidated trial of an issue, the remaining 

13 should not be bound by the decision requested by only two cases.  

Perhaps a bellwether trial could take place without the consent of all 

of the parties in the pretrial coordination court (if the outcome would 

not bind other cases), but certainly “a consolidated trial on specific 

common issues” or “a consolidated trial on certain preliminary issues 

that would aid in the overall disposition of the cases, such as 

immunity” should not be tried without the consent of all parties.   
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It appears the Workgroup already contemplated that agreement 

of all parties would be required given that subdivision (D) requires 

“consensus.”  But clarity of language on this point will prevent a 

potential appellate issue. 

 

Proposed changes to rule 1.271 
 
Subdivision (e)(1) 
 

Retention or Return. The PCC is generally for pretrial 
coordination. In order to assure a timely progress to 
resolution, cases should be returned to the original court 
division for trial. However, for purposes of trial, the PCC 
shall choose among the following options: 
 
(A) By stipulation and agreement of all the parties in each 

related case, a single case may be tried by the PCC as 
a bellwether case. 
 

(B) By stipulation and agreement of all the parties in each 
related case, the PCC may try a consolidated trial on 
specific common issues, such as liability. 

 
(C) By stipulation and agreement of the all the parties in 

each related case, the PCC may try a consolidated trial 
on certain preliminary issues that would aid in the 
overall disposition of the cases, such as immunity. 

 
(D) Where no stipulation and consensus is available, upon 

completion of all pretrial labor including jury 
instructions, related cases shall be returned to the 
court divisions to which they were originally assigned. 
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E. Rule 1.280 – General Provisions Regarding Discovery 
 

Rule 1.280 governs initial disclosures.  We are concerned about 

two provisions within the rule, subdivision (b)(1)(A) and subdivision 

(b)(1)(B).  Our concern is that both use identical language that is 

overbroad and exceeds the discovery limitations of both federal law 

and Florida precedent.   

The initial disclosure requirements in proposed rule 1.280 

appear to be drawn from Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(1)(A)(i).  A side-by-side 

comparison demonstrates our concern: 

 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(1)(A)(i) 
(emphasis added) 
 

Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.280(a)(1)(A) 
(emphasis added) 

[A party must disclose:] 
 
the name and, if known, the 
address and telephone number 
of each individual likely to have 
discoverable information—along 
with the subjects of that 
information—that the 
disclosing party may use to 
support its claims or defenses, 
unless the use would be solely 
for impeachment; 

[A party must disclose:] 
 
the name and the address, 
telephone number, and e-mail 
address of each individual likely 
to have discoverable information 
relevant to the subject matter 
of the action, along with the 
subjects of that information, 
unless the use would be solely 
for impeachment 
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Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(1)(A)(ii) 
(emphasis added) 
 

Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.280(a)(1)(B) 
(emphasis added) 

[A party must disclose:] 
 
a copy—or a description by 
category and location—of all 
documents, electronically stored 
information, and tangible things 
that the disclosing party has 
in its possession, custody, or 
control and may use to support 
its claims or defenses, unless 
the use would be solely for 
impeachment; 

[A party must disclose:] 
 
a copy of all documents, 
electronically stored 
information, and tangible things 
that the disclosing party has in 
its possession, custody, or 
control (or, if not in the 
disclosing party's possession, 
custody, or control, a description 
by category and location of such 
information) and that are 
relevant to the subject matter 
of the action, unless the use 
would be solely for 
impeachment; 
 

 
As to subdivision (a)(1)(A), the Florida rule requires disclosure 

of “the name and the address, telephone number, and e-mail address 

of each individual likely to have discoverable information” but omits 

the federal safety valve that the information need only be provided “if 

known.”  Clearly, a party cannot disclose an address or phone 

number it does not know.  We have no issue with the state rule 

adding a requirement to disclose email addresses (something not 

included in the federal rule), but we request that, for all of the 

information, the Workgroup add the qualifier that the information 
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need be disclosed “if known.”  (For example, a party might be aware 

that there was a witness to a crash but not know the name or the 

person; listing “unknown witness to the crash” should be sufficient.  

Of course, there is a duty to supplement when further information is 

obtained.)  

An even more critical difference between the federal version and 

the state version of the rules is that the proposed state rule requires 

the disclosure of work-product privileged information.  It does so by 

forcing not only the production of information and documents the 

party may use, but all “relevant documents”—which would include 

information and documents that the attorney has identified as 

relevant but harmful to his/her client’s case.  The work involved in 

making that assessment is work-product privileged.  Because the 

documents are harmful, the lawyer who identified them would not 

use the information/documents to support the disclosing party’s 

claims or defenses.  But the proposed Florida rule would require 

disclosure without the opportunity to present a work-product 

privilege or any actual discovery request from the opposing party. 

While we recognize that the introductory clause of rule proposed 

rule 1.280(a) indicates that documents do have to be disclosed 
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“unless privileged or protected from disclosure,” that phrase is 

insufficient to address our concerns.  A document might not itself be 

confidential or privileged.  But its selection by a lawyer as a document 

that is bad for the case (one that would not be used to support the 

client’s claims or defenses) is itself privileged.  Because “protected 

from disclosure” can easily be read to protect only the document 

itself, but not the work of the lawyer, it is insufficient protection.   

This is because both the document and the work involved in 

selecting the document are protected at the initial disclosure stage. 

Florida’s work-product privilege protections encompass the thought 

processes of counsel in identifying relevant but harmful documents. 

Only if “the evidence or material is reasonably expected or intended 

to be disclosed to the court or jury at trial,” is it required to be 

disclosed. Northup v. Acken, 865 So. 2d 1267 (Fla. 2004); see also 

Grinnell Corp. v. Palms 2100 Ocean Blvd., Ltd., 924 So. 2d 887, 889 

(Fla. 4th DCA 2006); Hargroves v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 993 So. 

2d 978 (Fla. 2d DCA 2007).  

In Northrup, the Florida Supreme Court specifically criticized 

the Fourth District’s “approval of an order requiring ‘counsel to “cull” 

through various surveys and personnel files to determine which 
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ones are relevant.”  865 So. 2d at 1272 (quoting Gardner v. Manor 

Care of Boca Raton, Inc., 831 So. 2d 676,678 (Fla. 4th DCA 2002) 

(emphasis added)).  The Court said that even the Fourth District 

acknowledged that such a requirement “may indicate counsel's 

strategy.” Id.  The Supreme Court was unequivocal that such a 

requirement “goes entirely too far.”  Northrup, 865 So. 2d at 

1272(emphasis added). 

If the Florida Supreme Court says requiring production of all 

documents counsel thinks are “relevant” is something that “goes 

entirely too far,” then it is equally inappropriate to create a rule that 

defies that ruling.   

In addition, the proposed rule 1.280(a)(1)(B) deviates from the 

federal rule by requiring the production of documents rather than 

permitting a description by category and location. Putting aside the 

concerns about disclosure of the mental impression of counsel in 

selecting what is relevant, as noted by the comment from the 

Business Law Section of the Florida Bar at pages 25 to 26, for 

complex cases or cases with a great deal of ESI, this requirement is 

untenable.   
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First, the sheer volume of documents in some cases makes 

immediate production impossible.  This is usually true in products 

liability cases and cases with a great deal of ESI because outside 

vendors have to be hired, documents have to be accessed via servers 

(sometimes located in storage) and searches must be run.   

Second, in document intensive cases, requiring production on 

such a tight time frame will eviscerate a party’s ability to go through 

the documents, evaluate them for privilege, and create a privilege log.  

Currently, the Workgroup requires initial disclosures within 45 days 

of service of the complaint, unless a later deadline is created in a case 

management order.  But parties serve their case management order 

30 days after the complaint is served.  Unless they get lucky and the 

court enters their proposed case management order (which would 

likely contain a longer deadline for initial disclosures), the parties will 

be stuck with the 45 days given in rule 1.280.  In cases with high 

volumes of documents, that is not workable. 

We recognize that the Final Report indicated that the 

Workgroup saw no reason to amend the Florida rule to track the 

revisions made in the federal rule.  Final Report, pp.80-81.  Given the 

concerns we have raised, and the clarity tracking the federal rule 
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brings, we hope this comment had raised enough concern to 

persuade the Workgroup to copy the federal language for the federal 

subsections of Rule 26 that it has elected to adopt.  Stated differently, 

the work-product and ESI concerns go away if the proposed Florida 

rule tracks the language of the federal rules. 

Alternatively, the Workgroup needs to leave a comment.  If the 

Workgroup is going to track most, but not all, of the language of the 

federal rule, then it should leave a comment explaining the reason 

for its decision.  As sure as the sun will rise in the East and the IRS 

will collect taxes next year, the difference in language will be 

attributed meaning.  Without clarification from the Workgroup—in 

the form of either tracking the federal rule or in leaving a comment—

the odds are quite strong that the courts interpreting the rules will 

reach different conclusions.  This is the time and place to prevent 

prolonged chaos while appellate courts try to sort out the differences. 

 

Proposed changes to rule 1.280(a)(1): 
 

(A) the name and, if known, the address, telephone 
number and email address of each individual likely to have 
discoverable information relevant to the subject matter of 
the action, along with the subjects of that information, 
that the disclosing party may use to support its claims or 
defenses, unless the use would be solely for impeachment; 
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(B) a copy—or description by category and location—of all 
documents, electronically stored information, and tangible 
things that the disclosing party has in its possession, 
custody, or control (or, if not in the disclosing party's 
possession, custody, or control, a description by category 
and location of such information) and that are relevant to 
the subject may use to support its claims or defenses, 
unless the use would be solely for impeachment;  
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F. Rules 1.275 and 1.380 – Sanctions 
 

 We understand that the Workgroup purposely drafted the 

amendments to be “sanctions heavy.”   We have concerns that the 

proposed changes create a presumption that the majority of lawyers 

do not follow rules.  We, like the FJA, FDLA, Civil Procedure Rules 

Committee, and FLABOTA are concerned that a presumption in favor 

of sanctions will encourage, rather than discourage, the bad apples—

because they will try to generate sanctions against their opponents.   

We agree that the sanctions-heavy approach will not bring 

about the desired changes.  Thus, we support FLABOTA and the 

Rules of Civil Procedure Committee’s suggestion that repeated 

references be deleted and that sanctions be based in rule 1.275.  This 

comment will not retread the ground these groups have so eloquently 

plowed.   

However, even if general sanctions are limited to 1.275 and 

discovery sanctions are limited to rule 1.380, there are a myriad of 

inconsistencies within the two rules and between the two rules.  

Below, we have created tables so the Workgroup and the Court can 

see the inconsistencies and we note the problems after each table. 
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Inconsistent standards 

for when sanctions should not be imposed 
 

Rule 1.275(b) a court may impose sanctions for 
inappropriate conduct unless the 
noncompliant party/attorney “shows good 
cause” AND the “exercise of due diligence” 
 

Rule 1.275(e) The court may not order the sanction of 
payment of reasonable expenses if 
noncompliance was “substantially justified” 
 

 

Rule 1.380(a)(5)(A) If a motion for sanctions is granted, the court 
shall impose sanctions against the losing 
party “unless” the court finds that “the 
opposition to the motion was substantially 
justified” 
 

Rule 1.380(a)(5)(B) If a motion for sanctions is denied, the court 
shall impose sanctions against the loser 
“unless” the court finds that “the making of 
the motion was substantially justified.” 
 

Rule 1.380(a)(5)(C) If a motion for sanctions is denied in part and 
granted in part, the court shall “apportion the 
reasonable expenses incurred as a result of 
making or opposing the motion.”  There is no 
“substantial justification” safety valve. 
  

Rule 1.380(b)(1) If a party fails to comply with an order to 
provide or permit discovery, “the court 
shall…enter an order imposing discovery 
sanctions under subdivision (3).” There is no 
“substantial justification” safety valve. 
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Rule 1.380(b)(2) 

 

If a party misuses or abuses discovery rules, 
“[u]pon consideration of these factors, the 
court shall, if appropriate, enter an order 
imposing discovery sanctions under 
subdivision (3).” 
 

Rule 1.380(b)(3)(A) If the court finds that a discovery violation or 
failure to obey a court order arising out of a 
discovery motion, the court shall order 
payment of reasonable fees “unless the court 
finds that the failure was substantially 
justified.” 
 

 

1. If a noncompliant party failed to show good cause and due 
diligence under rule 1.275(a), it is difficult to imagine how 
that party could ever show that the conduct was 
"substantially justified” so as to avoid imposition of fees.  
Stated differently, the concepts of “good cause and due 
diligence” versus “substantially justified” have no meaningful 
difference.  We presume the inconsistency of standards in 
rule 1.275 is a function of editing rather than a purposeful 
choice of substantive words.  This is especially true given that 
rule 1.380 consistently uses a “substantially justified” 
standard.  See Rule 1.380(a)(5)(A); Rule 1.380(a)(5)(B); Rule 
1.380(b)(3)(A).   
 
We suggest changing 1.275(b) to remove “good cause and due 
diligence” and replace it with “substantially justified” to be 
consistent both internally and with rule 1.380. 
 

2. It is unclear why rule 1.380(a)(5)(A) (where sanctions motion 
is granted) and (a)(5)(B) (where sanctions motion is denied) 
would give a court discretion not to award sanctions where 
conduct is substantially justified, but the court would have 
no such discretion where a motion is granted in part and 
denied in part.  While rule 1.380(a)(5)(C) (motion granted in 
part and denied in part rule) does reference requiring 
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reasonable expenses to be paid “pursuant to subdivision” (A) 
or (B), it would be much clearer if a clause was added to 
subdivision (C) that mirrored subdivisions (A) and (B) so that 
there would be no doubt that, under subdivision (C), the 
court retains the discretion not to award sanctions where the 
motion or defense of the motion “was substantially justified.”  
 

3. The “if appropriate” language in rule 1.380(b)(2) is clearly 
meant to be a safety valve, but it is, once again, inconsistent.  
Rule 1.380(b)(2) calls for sanctions where there is misuse or 
abuse of discovery rules or a delay/failure to 
make/supplement discovery.  In deciding whether to impose 
sanctions, the first factor (b)(2) suggests the court consider is 
“whether the failure was willful, grossly noncompliant, or 
inadvertent and whether the offending party offered a 
reasonable justification for the failure.”  Rule 
1.380(b)(2)(A) (emphasis added).  This is the “reasonable 
justification” standard present throughout rule 1.380.  Really 
though, all four factors in (b)(2) are meant to be an 
examination of whether sanctions are appropriate.   

 
We suggest that, if the “shall” in 1.380(b)(2) is changed to 
“may,” (see comment 5, below) then use of the inconsistent 
“if necessary” language becomes moot, the Workgroup’s 
intention to have a safety valve remains in place, and (b)(2) is 
consistent with the rest of rule 1.380. 

 
In other words, rule 1.380(b)(2) would conclude by saying, 
“Upon consideration of these factors, the court shall may, if 
appropriate, enter an order imposing discovery sanctions 
under subdivision (3).” 

 
4. For the sake of clarity and consistency, we suggest similar 

changes to rule 1.380(b)(1).  To wit, where a party fails to 
obey and order, “the court shall may enter an order imposing 
discovery sanctions under subdivision (3) unless the court 
finds that the conduct was substantially justified.”  (We 
recognize the need to enforce a court’s orders and can 
appreciate why “shall” impose sanctions would be a knee-
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jerk reaction where a party did not comply with a discovery 
order.  But judges know better than most that the reality of 
life is always far more bizarre than any fiction.  A party might 
fail to comply with an order because they are spiteful.  In that 
case, saying the court “may” impose sanctions means the 
court has the discretion to impose appropriate sanctions.  
But a party might also fail to comply with an order to produce 
a document because they are hospitalized, or the whole office 
got COVID, or a myriad of other justifiable reasons.  Precisely 
because life is unpredictable, judges should have the 
discretion to decline to enter a sanctions order where conduct 
is substantially justified.) 
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Inconsistency about  
when to issue sanctions and whether to include fees and costs 

 

Rule 1.275(a) the “court MAY impose a sanction if a party or 
attorney fails to comply with these rules or 
any order”  
 

Rule 1.275(b) The court “MAY enter appropriate sanctions 
concerning such conduct unless the 
noncompliant party or attorney shows [the 
conduct was substantially justified]” 
 

Rule 1.275(d) In determining the amount of reasonable 
expenses that may be taxed as a sanction 
under this rule, the court may include any 
attorney's fees incurred by a party as a result 
of the offending party's or attorney's 
sanctioned conduct, any out-of-pocket costs 
or travel expenses reasonably incurred, and 
any other financial loss reasonably arising as 
a result of the sanctioned conduct. 

 

Rule 1.380(a)(5)(A) if a motion to compel is granted… the court 
SHALL enter an order “requiring” the loser to 
pay “reasonable expenses, including 
attorney’s fees, AND COSTS” unless the 
movant failed to make a good faith effort to 
obtain the discovery without court action or 
opposition to the motion was substantially 
justified. 
 

Rule 1.380(a)(5)(B) if a motion to compel is denied…the court 
SHALL enter an order “requiring” the moving 
party/atty/both to pay “reasonable expenses, 
including attorneys’ fees [NO MENTION OF 
COSTS]” unless the court finds that the 
motion was substantially justified. 
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Rule 1.380(a)(5)(C) Where a motion to compel is granted in part 
and denied in part… “the court SHALL 
apportion the reasonable expenses 
incurred…including attorneys’ fees and 
costs.”  
There is no mention of conduct that is 
substantially justified not being 
sanctioned. 
 

Rule 1.380(a)(5)(D) “In determining the amount of reasonable 
expenses that may be taxed as a sanction 
under this rule, the court MAY include any 
attorney's fees incurred by a party as a result 
of the offending party's or attorney's 
sanctioned conduct, any out-of-pocket costs 
or travel expenses reasonably incurred, and 
any other financial loss reasonably arising as 
a result of the sanctioned conduct.” 
 

Rule 1.380(b)(1) “If a party… fails to obey an order to provide 
or permit discovery … the court SHALL…enter 
an order imposing discovery sanctions under 
subdivision (3).” 
 

Rule 1.380(b)(2) 

 

“Upon consideration of these factors, the court 
SHALL, if appropriate, enter an order 
imposing discovery sanctions under 
subdivision (3).” 
 

Rule 1.380(b)(3)(A) If the court finds that a discovery violation or 
failure to obey a court order arising out of a 
discovery motion, the court SHALL enter an 
order “requiring” the disobedient party, the 
party’s attorney, or both to pay “reasonable 
expenses…including attorneys’ fees and 
costs, unless the court finds the conduct was 
substantially justified.  The description of 
‘reasonable expenses’ stated in subdivision 
(a)(5)(D) shall apply to this subdivision.” 
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5. Rule 1.275 consistently says that the court MAY impose 
sanctions whereas 1.380 consistently says the court SHALL 
impose sanctions.  We suggest that both rules consistently 
say “may.”  We propose consistent use of “may” instead of 
“shall” not only because it provides the courts with the 
discretion to avoid unreasonable outcomes, but also because 
it allows for internal consistency in rule 1.380 (see below) and 
external consistency between rules 1.275 and 1.380.   
 
If the Workgroup is going to keep “may” impose sanctions in 
rule 1.275 but “shall” impose sanctions in rule 1.380, it is 
advised that the Workgroup create a comment explaining its 
justification for the differential treatment so that judges can 
understand the distinction and better apply the rules. 
   

6. The inconsistency in when to award fees and costs must be 
remedied.  Rule 1.275 and 1.380 both define “reasonable 
expenses” and both definitions say that “[i]n determining the 
amount of reasonable expenses that may be taxed as a 
sanction under this rule, the court MAY include [attorney’s 
fees and costs].”   
 
While the definition of “reasonable expenses” says a court 
“may include attorneys’ fees and costs,” as a sanction, rules 
1.380(a)(5)(A),(B), (C) and (b)(3)(A) say that the court “SHALL” 
enter an order “requiring the payment of reasonable 
expenses…including attorneys’ fees and costs….”  The 
definitions of “reasonable expenses” makes fees and costs 
discretionary whereas the rules utilizing the definition makes 
fees and costs mandatory. 
 
As mentioned in comment #5, we propose that rules 
1.380(a)(5)(A), (a)(5)(B), (a)(5)(C) and (b)(3)(A) be changed to 
“the court MAY enter an order requiring the payment of 
reasonable expenses…”  
 
To fix the problem that the definition of “reasonable 
expenses” in 1.380(a)(5)(D) conflicts with the language of the 
rules utilizing the definition (rules 1.380(a)(5)(A), (a)(5)(B), 
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(a)(5)(C) and (b)(3)(A))), we suggest the provisions delete 
reference to fees and costs and rely solely on the definition of 
“reasonable expenses.”   
 
For example, assuming the Workgroup adopts uniform use 
of “may,” where a motion to compel is denied (1.380(a)(5)(B)), 
the court “shall may require the moving [party/lawyer/both] 
to pay the [movant] reasonable expenses incurred in 
opposing the motion, including attorneys’ fees,  unless the 
court finds that the making of the motion was substantially 
justified.” The court then looks to the definition of 
“reasonable expenses” (1.380(a)(5)(D)), which says the court 
may include attorneys’ fees and costs. 
 
This suggestion also remedies the problem that rule 
1.380(a)(5)(A), (a)(5)(C) and (b)(3)(A) say that a court shall 
sanction with fees and costs while rule 1.380(a)(5)(B) says the 
court shall sanction with fees but does not mention costs.  
We assume that was also a scrivener’s error and that all three 
provisions were meant to include costs.  If the repetition of 
“fees and costs” is deleted from (a)(5)(A), (a)(5)(B), (a)(5)(C) and 
(b)(3)(A) so that the court looks solely to the definition of 
“reasonable costs,” then the error is fixed. 

 
If the Workgroup is not going to adopt this suggestion, then 
it needs to adjust either the language of rules 1.380(a)(5)(A), 
(a)(5)(B), (a)(5)(C) and (b)(3)(A) or the definition of “reasonable 
expenses” to harmonize the provisions.  In addition, if the 
rule is going to say that costs and fees are mandatory for 
violations of rule 1.380 but keep them discretionary for rule 
1.275, it is advised that the Workgroup create a comment 
explaining its justification for the differential treatment so 
that judges can understand better how to apply the rules. 
 

7. Rule 1.380(b)(3)(A) states “The description of reasonable 
expenses’ stated in subdivision (a)(5)(D) shall apply to this 
subdivision.”  This is unnecessary given that the definition in 
(a)(5)(D) is that “In determining the amount of reasonable 
expenses that may be taxed as a sanction under this rule, 
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the court may…”  The definition says “under this rule,” not 
“under this subdivision.”  Thus, the definition in (a)(5)(D) 
applies to any use of “reasonable expenses” in rule 1.380. 
 

8. On a nit-picky (but necessary!) level, when speaking about 
fees, “attorney” is plural possessive in some places and 
singular possessive in others.  In this “textualist” world, that 
inconsistency could be attributed meaning (however pedantic 
it may be).  The dominant trend in legal writing regarding fees 
is to use the plural possessive.  We suggest that the 
Workgroup adopt that change uniformly. 
 

 

Conflict in the necessity of a hearing and findings of fact 
 
Rule 1.275 does not provide for a hearing.  Neither does it have 

a requirement that there be a written order with findings of fact that 

support the sanctions selected.  We agree with the FDLA that this is 

a due process problem.  See, e.g., Chambers v. NASCO, Inc., 501 U.S. 

32, 50 (1991) (“A court must, of course, exercise caution in invoking 

its inherent power, and it must comply with the mandates of due 

process, both in determining that the requisite bad faith exists and 

in assessing fees....”)  (citation omitted); Wanda I. Rufin, P.A. v. Borga, 

294 So. 3d 916, 918 (Fla. 4th DCA 2020) (“Because the trial court 

imposed the attorney’s fees sanction without notice and opportunity 

to be heard, we reverse and remand.”) (citing Rickard v. Bornscheuer, 

937 So. 2d 311, 311 (Fla. 4th DCA 2006) (reversing where trial court 
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imposed personal sanctions against attorney without adequate notice 

and opportunity to be heard)). 

Without a hearing or a written order with findings of fact, the 

party/attorney sanctioned cannot have a meaningful appeal.  

Moreover, as a practical matter, if sanctions can be avoided by the 

noncompliant attorney/party showing “good cause and the exercise 

of due diligence” or “substantial justification” (what we hope the 

1.275 standard will become), it is hard to imagine how that could 

happen without a hearing. 

In what appears to be recognition of both of these problems, 

rule 1.380 uniformly requires that sanctions can be imposed related 

to a discovery issue, only “after opportunity for hearing.”  See Rule 

1.380(a)(5)(A), (a)(5)(B), (a)(5)(C), (b)(1), (b)(3)(A). 

To provide uniformity in the sanctions rules and ensure that 

there is not a deprivation of due process, we submit that 1.275(a) be 

amended to include a specific reference to the need for a hearing. 

To provide uniformity and protection of the right to a 

meaningful appeal, we also suggest that both 1.275 and 1.380 

require the court to “make findings on the record.”  Currently, only 

rule 1.380(b)(2) (when a party violates a court order to produce 
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discovery or supplement it) contains this requirement.  A written 

order is only required under rule 1.275 if the attorney is the one being 

sanctioned and the attorney requests the order.  There is no 

justification for why only one subdivision of one sanctions rule 

requires factual findings but other subdivisions do not.   

To be clear, we do not suggest that a separate hearing date be 

held for all sanctions rulings.  It is not uncommon for the trial court 

to say something like, “the motion to compel is granted.  I find that 

there is no substantial justification for why your client could not 

produce a copy of his driver’s license. The client clearly had it with 

them in their wallet the entire time they were on vacation and could 

have easily photographed it, faxed a copy, whatever. Counsel for the 

moving party, how much time did you spend related to filing and 

arguing this motion and what is your hourly rate?”  Obviously, if the 

circumstances are less clear or the conduct is more dire, a separate 

hearing, where the court might need to take evidence, could be 

necessary.  So that courts do not create unnecessary work for 

themselves, we suggest a comment to make this point clear. 
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Clarification is necessary if a case is stayed as a sanction 
 

Rule 1.275(b)(5) gives the court the option of “staying further 

proceedings, in whole or in part, until the party obeys a rule or 

previous order.”  A stay could easily create a situation where future 

dates in the case management order are now impossible to meet. 

Thus, the rule needs to explicitly recognize this problem and provide 

a remedy (stay all proceedings and adjust the case management order 

upon the offending party coming into compliance, for example). 

 

Removing peremptory challenges should never be a sanction 

for attorney conduct. 

 
Rule 1.275(b)(7) gives the court the option of reducing a party’s 

peremptory challenges as a sanction.  The comments have been 

uniform in their objection to this sanction. Taking away peremptory 

challenges impacts the constitutional right to trial by jury.  While we 

feel that the sanction should be deleted entirely, if it is kept, then it 

should explicitly say that it is limited to situations where a court 

determines that it is the conduct of the party, not counsel, which is 

the cause for this severe sanction. 
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The court needs to be empowered to sanction  

the correct offender 
 

Rule 1.380(b)(2) says that if a “party” “misuses or abuses 

discovery rules for tactical advantage or delay” or “fails to 

supplement,” then the court can impose sanctions.  But the “party” 

is not necessarily going to be the one who “misuses or abuses 

discovery rules.”  The offender is just as likely to be the lawyer.  

Subdivision 1.380(b)(2) does not authorize a judge to do anything if 

it is the lawyer, not the party, who is behaving inappropriately.  We 

suggest that rule 1.380(b)(2) needs to include both the party and the 

lawyer.  This is particularly appropriate given that rule 1.380(b)(2) 

requires the court to make factual findings and then look to 

subdivision (b)(3) to select the sanctions.  Subdivision (b)(3) 

contemplates that sanctions may be imposed against “the 

disobedient party, the party’s attorney, or both.” 
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Proposed changes to rule 1.275: 
 
Rule 1.275(a): 
 

(a) Generally. After opportunity for hearing, Tthe court 
may impose a sanction if a party or attorney fails to comply 
with these rules or with any court order arising out of a 
case filed pursuant to these rules. To the extent any rule 
of civil procedure specifies options for sanctioning 
misconduct, the sanctions set forth in this rule shall be 
deemed supplemental to such other rule, as appropriate.  
If a sanction is imposed under this rule, the court shall 
make findings of fact either in writing or on the record. 
 
 

Rule1.275(b): 

(b) Available Sanctions. On a party's motion or on its own 
motion, the court may enter appropriate sanctions 
concerning such conduct unless the noncompliant party 
or attorney shows good cause and the exercise of due 
diligence that the conduct was substantially justified. 
Such sanctions may include, but are not limited to, one or 
more of the following measures: 
… 
(5) staying further proceedings, in whole or in part, until 
the party obeys a rule or previous order and, if necessary, 
adjusting the case management order after full 
compliance; 
 
(7) reducing the number of peremptory challenges 
available to a party; 
 [or] 
(7) reducing the number of peremptory challenges 
available to a party where the court makes a finding that 
it is the conduct of the party, not counsel, which gives rise 
to the sanction; 
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Rule 1.275(d): 
 

(d) Reasonable Expenses. In determining the amount of 
reasonable expenses that may be taxed as a sanction 
under this rule, the court may include any attorney's 
attorneys’ fees incurred by a party as a result of the 
offending party's or attorney's sanctioned conduct, any 
out-of-pocket costs or travel expenses reasonably 
incurred, and any other financial loss reasonably arising 
as a result of the sanctioned conduct.  

 
Author’s Comment – 2022 

 
It is not necessary to schedule a separate hearing for every 
sanctions determination.  The court has discretion, depending 
on the circumstances, to require a separate hearing to decide 
the issue of sanctions or to rule during the hearing that gave 
rise to the imposition of sanctions. 
 
 

Proposed changes to rule 1.380: 
 
Rule 1.380(a)(5)(A) 
 

(A) If the Motion Is Granted. If the motion is granted, and 
after opportunity for hearing, the court shall may require 
the party or deponent whose conduct necessitated the 
motion, the party or attorney advising the conduct, or any 
appropriate combination of these persons to pay to the 
moving party the reasonable expenses incurred in 
obtaining the order, including attorneys' fees and costs, 
unless the court finds that the movant failed to certify in 
the motion that a good-faith effort was made to obtain the 
discovery without court action or that the opposition to the 
motion was substantially justified.  If sanctions are 
imposed, the court shall make findings of fact either in 
writing or on the record. 
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Rule 1.380(a)(5)(B) 
 

(B) If the Motion is Denied. If the motion is denied, and 
after opportunity for hearing, the court shall may require 
the moving party, the party's attorney, or both to pay to 
the party or deponent who opposed the motion the 
reasonable expenses incurred in opposing the motion, 
including attorneys' fees, unless the court finds that the 
making of the motion was substantially justified.  If 
sanctions are imposed, the court shall make findings of 
fact either in writing or on the record. 

 
Rule 1.380(a)(5)(C) 
 

(C) If the Motion Is Granted in Part and Denied in Part. If 
the motion is granted in part and denied in part, and after 
opportunity for hearing, the court shall may apportion the 
reasonable expenses incurred as a result of making or 
opposing the motion, including attorneys' fees and costs 
unless the court finds that the making of or opposition to 
the motion was substantially justified. To the extent the 
motion is granted, the court shall require the reasonable 
expenses incurred as a result of making the motion to be 
paid pursuant to subdivision (A). To the extent the motion 
is denied, the court shall require the reasonable expenses 
incurred as a result of opposing the motion to be paid 
pursuant to subdivision (B).  If sanctions are imposed, the 
court shall make findings of fact either in writing or on the 
record. 

 
Rule 1.380(a)(5)(D): 
 

(D) Reasonable Expenses. In determining the amount of 
reasonable expenses that may be taxed as a sanction 
under this rule, the court may include any attorney's 
attorneys’ fees incurred by a party as a result of the 
offending party's or attorney's sanctioned conduct, any 
out-of-pocket costs or travel expenses reasonably 
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incurred, and any other financial loss reasonably arising 
as a result of the sanctioned conduct.  

 
Rule 1.380(b): 
 

(1) Failure to Comply with Order. If a party, including 
any officer, director, or managing agent of a party or a 
person designated under rule 1.310(b)(6) or 1.320(a) to 
testify on behalf of a party, fails to obey an order to provide 
or permit discovery, including an order made pursuant to 
subdivision (a), such a failure shall be deemed to have 
interfered with the ability of the court to adjudicate the 
issues in the case. In such an event, the court shall may, 
after opportunity for hearing, enter an order imposing 
discovery sanctions under subdivision (3) unless the court 
finds that the conduct was substantially justified.  If 
sanctions are imposed, the court shall make findings of 
fact either in writing or on the record. 

 
(2) Discovery Abuse and Failure to Provide or 
Supplement Discovery. If a party or the party’s attorney 
misuses or abuses discovery rules for tactical advantage 
or delay or fails to make or supplement discovery, 
including an initial discovery disclosure, as required under 
these rules, the court shall may, after opportunity for 
hearing, determine whether the failure interfered with, or 
was calculated to interfere with, the court's ability to 
adjudicate the issues in the case. If the court determines 
that the failure did interfere with, or was calculated to 
interfere with, the court's ability to adjudicate the issues 
in the case, the court shall consider and make findings on 
the record as to the following factors: 
 

(A) whether the failure was willful, grossly 
noncompliant, or inadvertent and whether the offending 
party offered a reasonable justification for the failure;  

(B) the duration of the failure and whether the party 
responsible for the failure ultimately revealed it;  
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(C) whether the failure prejudiced the opposing party, 
or would have prejudiced the opposing party, had the 
information not been learned prior to trial; and  

(D) whether and to what extent the party responsible 
for the failure mitigated prejudice to the opposing party.  
 
Upon consideration of these factors, the court shall, if 
appropriate, may enter an order imposing discovery 
sanctions under subdivision (3) unless the court finds that 
the conduct was substantially justified. 
 
(3) Sanctions for Discovery Violations Interfering with 
Adjudication of Case. 
(A) If the court finds that a discovery violation or a failure 
to obey a court order has occurred under subdivision (1) 
or (2), the court shall may enter an order requiring the 
disobedient party, the party's attorney, or both to pay the 
reasonable expenses incurred by the opposing party 
arising out of such discovery violation, including 
attorneys' fees and costs, unless the court finds that the 
failure was substantially justified. The description of 
"reasonable expenses" stated in subdivision (a)(5)(D) shall 
apply to this subdivision. In addition, the court may enter 
an order imposing one or more of the following additional 
discovery sanctions: 
 

… [list options i through ix] 
 

If sanctions are imposed, the court shall make findings of 
fact either in writing or on the record. 
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G. Rule 1.279(a) – Standards of Conduct for Discovery  
 

We agree with numerous other comments that the aspirations 

listed in rule 1.279(a)(1) through (3) are not proper in a procedural 

rule.  While the information in these subdivisions could surely be 

mentioned by the Florida Supreme Court opinion that adopts the new 

rules, and could surely be used by the District Courts of Appeal in 

their opinions so that the ideals become part of the common law, the 

“intent of the rules” (subdivision (a)(1)) or the “best interests of the 

justice system” (subdivision (a)(2)) and the functions of the legal 

system (subdivision (a)(3)) do not belong in procedural rules.  The 

institutional integrity of both the civil procedure rules and the rule-

making system is tarnished when we try to squeeze square (albeit 

lovely) pegs into round holes.  The place for this language is in 

caselaw (and we encourage that it to be used there). 

We suggest deleting subdivision (a) and renumbering the 

remaining provisions. 

Proposed changes to rule 1.279: 
(a) In general. The intent of the Florida Rules of Civil 

Procedure is to ensure fairness in the courts, a search 
for the truth, and the efficient delivery of justice.  
 

(1) Discovery is a vital component of the justice 
system. The discovery rules provide all parties 
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the right to relevant information in the 
evaluation, construction, and presentation of 
their case. The intent of the rules is that the 
relevant facts should be the determining factor in 
cases rather than gamesmanship, surprise, or 
superior trial tactics.  

 
(2) It is in the best interest of the justice system and 

the parties to litigation for cases to be timely 
evaluated with full knowledge of the relevant 
facts by both sides. This promotes a search for 
the truth and reasonable early resolution without 
costly litigation. Efficiency through proper and 
timely disclosure of the relevant facts of a case 
promotes justice, the public interest, and the 
rights of the parties in litigation.  

 
(3) Surprise tactics, delay, trickery, and 

concealment of discoverable information impairs 
the administration of justice and results in 
unnecessary expense within the litigation 
process. Through proper disclosure of 
discoverable information, all parties can evaluate 
the strengths and weaknesses of their case. Not 
meeting discovery obligations by delay, 
obstructing the truth, or failing to be candid with 
the court or opponents is discovery abuse over 
which the court has wide discretion.  

 
(b) (a)  Attorneys' and parties' obligations.  

(1) Parties to litigation and their attorneys are obligated 
to:  
 

(A) timely comply with the discovery rules in good 
faith without gamesmanship or delay; and (B) 
timely share information discoverable under the 
law. 

(2) An attorney is an officer of the court who has a 
special responsibility for the quality of justice. 
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Zealous advocacy is not inconsistent with civility, 
professionalism and justice.  

 
(A) The attorney has an obligation to protect and 

pursue a client's legitimate interests, within 
the bounds of the law while maintaining a 
professional, courteous, and civil attitude 
toward all persons involved in the legal 
system.  

(B) The attorney must not present discovery or 
responses for any improper purpose, such 
as to harass, cause unnecessary delay, or 
needlessly increase the cost of litigation.  

(C) Attorneys shall familiarize themselves with 
the following resources setting standards of 
conduct. Attorneys have a duty to conduct 
themselves consistent with the standards of 
behavior reflected in:  

 
(i) the Oath of Admission to The Florida 

Bar;  
(ii) The Florida Bar Creed of 

Professionalism;  
(iii) The Florida Bar Professionalism 

Expectations;  
(iv) the Rules Regulating The Florida 

Bar; and 
(v) the Florida Handbook on Civil 

Discovery Practice.  
 

(3) Attorneys shall advise clients of their discovery 
obligations and shall counsel them to comply with 
them. Courts may presume that attorneys have met 
this obligation in any instance of discovery abuse.  

 
(c) (b) The court's obligations.  

(1) Where a party or attorney interferes with the ability 
of the court to adjudicate the issues in the case or 
impairs the rights of others, the court has the 
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authority to sanction parties, law firms, and 
individual attorneys, to strike pleadings, and, in 
extreme or repeated conduct, to dismiss the action 
or defenses. The courts have an obligation to 
prevent unreasonable delay or disruption of 
litigation.  
 

(2) Judges shall take appropriate steps to require 
parties, law firms, and attorneys to abide by these 
rules. 
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H. Rule 1.335(g) – Sanctions for improper conduct during 
depositions  

 
 The directive in rule 1.335(g) that “any violation of this rule 

[regarding conduct during depositions] creates a presumption of 

prejudice and will result in expenses, fees, or other sanctions” is too 

broad. (Emphasis added).  Courts can tell the difference between a 

lawyer who misinterprets the law in a deposition and a lawyer who is 

purposely mishandling a situation—but rule 1.335(g) removes the 

trial court’s discretion to make this distinction.  Rule 1.335(g) also 

treads into the confusing territory just discussed regarding the 

conflicts in rule 1.380 about when the sanction of fees and costs 

must be imposed. 

 To remedy the inequity of such a situation, and the 

inconsistency in the fees/costs directive, we suggest that the word 

“knowing” be placed in front of “violation.” 

 

Proposed changes to rule 1.335(g): 
 

Sanctions for Improper Conduct During Depositions. 
Attorneys are officers of the court who are responsible to 
the judiciary for the propriety of their professional 
activities. Knowing vViolations of this rule adversely 
impact the perception of our judicial system and the 
administration of justice. Knowing vViolations also 
potentially create prejudice that is frequently difficult and 
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time-consuming to determine. Therefore, any knowing 
violation of this rule creates a presumption of prejudice 
and will result in expenses, fees, or other sanctions as 
provided in this rule and in rule 1.380. The court has the 
discretion to assess expenses, fees, and other sanctions 
against the attorney, the law firm, the client, or any 
combination thereof where warranted by the violation that 
occurred. 
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I. Rule 1.375(g) – Standards for conduct in depositions 

 
Our concern here is with inconsistency in concepts and 

draconian outcomes.  This subdivision says that a violation of rule 

1.375 “will result in expenses fees or other sanctions” in one sentence 

but then says in the very next sentence that “the court has discretion 

to assess” sanctions “where warranted by the violation.” Rule 

1.375(g).  These are conflicting concepts.  If the violation “will result” 

in sanctions, then it is contradictory to say the sanctions will only be 

imposed “where warranted.”   

In addition, rule 1.375(g)’s statement that conduct “will result” 

in sanctions “as provided in” rule 1.380 is a contradiction because 

rule 1.380 (mostly) says that sanctions can only be imposed after a 

hearing has been conducted and only where the court finds that the 

opposition to the sanctions motion was not “substantially justified.”  

(There is one instance in rule 1.380 which does not currently allow 

for the “substantial justification” safety valve; we have addressed that 

above and use rule 1.375’s reference to rule 1.380 to underscore the 

need for uniformity in the presence of this safety valve.)  Stated 

differently, rule 1.380 does not say that sanctions are automatic, but 

one clause in rule 1.375(g) makes it seem as though they are.   
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If it is the Workgroup’s intention that sanctions for violating rule 

1.375 should be imposed pursuant to the mechanism set forth in 

rule 1.380, then we would propose that rule 1.375(g) be revised as 

reflected below to make that point clear. 

 
 

Proposed changes to rule 1.375(g): 
 

(g) Sanctions for Improper Conduct During Depositions. 
Attorneys are officers of the court who are responsible to the 
judiciary for the propriety of their professional activities. 
Violations of this rule adversely impact the perception of our 
judicial system and the administration of justice. Violations also 
potentially create prejudice that is frequently difficult and time-
consuming to determine. Therefore, any violation of this rule 
creates a presumption of prejudice and will result in expenses, 
fees, or other sanctions as provided in this rule and in rule 
1.380. Tthe court has the discretion to assess expenses, fees, 
and other sanctions against the attorney, the law firm, the 
client, or any combination thereof where warranted by the 
violation that occurred pursuant to rule 1.380. 
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J. Rule 1.420(e)(2) – Failure to Prosecute. 
 
This rule should be amended both to create equity and to 

account for the impact of proposed rule 1.200(f)(5).   

As to equity, we like, the Business Law Section, are concerned 

that, given the new definition of record activity and the shortened 

time frame, cases that should not be subject to dismissal will be 

dismissed.  A specific example makes this point: a case is filed in 

December 2021 and, because it is the first date available on the trial 

calendar, the case management order slates the case for trial in April 

2023.  Plaintiff has completed 80% of the necessary discovery and 

will be done by June 2022.  Daubert motions are not due until late 

February 2023.  The defendant is equally prepared, so the case will 

“sit still” from June until January (six months)—and therefore be 

subject to dismissal for failure to prosecute.   

Alternatively, given that the defense expert disclosures are not 

due until January 2023, if a defendant elects to wait to collect 

discovery until close to its disclosure deadline (a financially prudent 

decision in many cases because it prevents having to pay for medical 

or damages updated records and depositions), plaintiff’s early 

planning and a defendant’s (not necessarily bad) election to wait can 
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lead to six months of no activity.  That is true even though both sides 

will be ready for the April trial. 

Although we recognize that dismissal can be avoided by filing a 

notice for trial (see rule 1.420(e)(1)(B)(ii)), the notice for trial rule says 

that it can only be invoked where the party seeks a trial date “earlier 

than the projected trial date in the case management order.”  

Proposed Rule 1.440(b).  In the example above, the parties have 

requested and received the earliest possible trial date.  Requesting an 

earlier one, simply to beat a dismissal for failure to prosecute, is an 

exercise in futility. 

For that reason, we propose that the rule be amended to call for 

a lack of activity of more than 8 months.  That is more simplistic than 

trying to craft wording that would account for situations where trials 

are far away and the parties worked efficiently early in the case.   

If changing the time frame is unacceptable, then the Workgroup 

needs to create a “safety” valve so that unfair and inefficient 

outcomes do not result from this rule.  For example, amend rule 

1.420(e) to add a clause to the first line that indicates the rule does 

not apply to any case that has been set for trial—which would 

preclude dismissal for cases like the example above. 
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In addition, the rule needs to be amended to account for the 

impact of proposed rule 1.200(f)(5).  Rule 1.200(f)(5) states that if a 

case is not tried during the trial period for which it was set, then “no 

further activity may take place absent leave of court, and the case 

shall be reset to the next immediately available trial period.”  It is very 

possible that, regardless of what it means to be “placed on the next 

immediately available docket,” the parties could wait more than six 

months for the next trial.  Obviously, a case should not be dismissed 

for failure to prosecute if rule 1.200(f)(5) requires that “no further 

activity may take place” while a case is awaiting the next available 

trial date.  Rule 1.420(e) should be revised in order to prevent such 

an inequitable result. 

 

Proposed changes to rule 1.4200(e)(2): 
 
(2) Except when [the case has been set for trial or] a trial 
did not take place and the case has been moved pursuant 
to rule 1.200(f)(5), iIn any actions in which it appears on 
the face of the record that no activity by filing of pleadings 
or other paper has occurred for a period of 6 8 months, 
and the court has not issued an order staying the action 
or approving a stipulation for stay, any interested person, 
whether a party to the action or not, the court, or the clerk 
of the court may serve notice to all parties that no such 
activity has occurred.  
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(3) Except as provided in subdivision (4), the court shall 
dismiss the action if: 

(A) No record activity has occurred within the 6 8 
months immediately preceding the service of such 
notice; and  
(B) No post-notice record activity occurs within the 
60 days immediately following the service of such 
notice; and  
(C) The court has not issued or approved a stay 
prior to the expiration of such 60-day period. 
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K. Rule 1.460(a) and its interaction with rules 1.200(f)(2) and 
(h)(4), (h)(5) – Continuances 

 
 Rules 1.200(f)(2) and (h)(4), (h)(5) and rule 1.460(a) all address 

the situation where a party desires to move a deadline in a case 

management order other than the trial.  These rules are inconsistent 

in some places and redundant in others.   

We suggest that subdivision (a) of rule 1.460 is unnecessary and 

should be deleted.  A discussion of this need must begin with a 

comparison of rule 1.200(f)(2)’s continuance requirements to the 

requirements in rule 1.460(a).  Proposed rule 1.200(f)(2) states that, 

any motion to extend a deadline “must specify the reason for 

noncompliance and … must otherwise comply with rule 1.460(a).” 

Rule 1.200(f)(2)’s reference to rule 1.460(a) is unnecessary 

because rule 1.460(a) is essentially a rewrite of the requirements in 

rule 1.200(f)(2).  A side-by side comparison of the two rules proves 

this point: 
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Rule 1.200(f)(2) 
 

Rule 1.460(a)(2) 

Where moving the date in a 
case management order will 
not impact subsequent dates, 
the party must file a motion to 
continue that:  
 

- “specif[ies] the reason for 
noncompliance” and  
 

- “the specific date by 
which the activity can be 
completed,  
 

- including confirming 
availability and 
cooperation of any 
required participant 
such as a third-party 
witness or expert,” and   

 
- “otherwise compl[ies] 

with rule 1.460(a).” 
 

“Motions to continue [non-trial; 
events] shall state with 
specificity:” 
 
 
 
“(A) the factual basis of the need 
for the continuance;” 
 
“(B) the proposed action and 
schedule to cure the need for 
continuance; and”  
 
“(C) the proposed date by which 
the case will be ready for the 
scheduled event.” 
 
 

 
It should be plain that, although the two rules use slightly 

different words, they describe identical concepts.  Which means one 

of the rules is redundant. 

To be fair, there are two requirements in 1.460(a) that are not 

present in rule 1.200(f)(2).  The first is that a motion “to continue 

nontrial events that are the subject of special set hearings before the 
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court shall be in writing and signed by the client.”  Rule 1.460(a)(1).  

This requirement should be deleted altogether.  As noted by the 

Business Law Section, no client should have to sign a motion to 

continue a hearing.  A trial date, ok.  A hearing date, no.  Such a 

requirement fails to recognize that clients (whether businesses or 

individuals) are not always at their attorney’s disposal.  Clients 

expect counsel to manage the day-to-day affairs of the case.  It can 

slow down, rather than speed up, the management of a case if 

counsel has to track a client down to sign a motion to move a hearing 

date.   

The other requirement present in rule 1.460(a) that is not 

present in requirements to move a date under rule 1.200(f)(2) only 

demonstrates the confusion that stems from having two different 

continuance rules.  Rule 1.460(a)(3) states that a motion to continue 

a “nontrial event,” “shall describe the potential effect of the requested 

continuance on remaining case management deadlines.” 

But rule 1.200(f)(2), using nearly identical words, says that a 

party cannot file a motion to continue a single deadline in a case 

management order if it will impact remaining case management 

deadlines.  Specifically, rule 1.200(f)(2) states that, “if the problem 
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[necessitating a continuance of a nontribal event] affects a 

subsequent date or dates, parties must seek an amendment of the 

case management order as opposed to an individual motion for 

extension.”   

This means rule 1.200(f)2) calls for compliance with rule 

1.460(a)(3); but the requirement in rule 1.460(a)(3) should never be 

triggered where a motion is filed under rule 1.200(f)(2).  Stated 

differently, if a party is filing a motion under rule 1.200(f)(2), it should 

be impossible to comply with rule 1.460(a)(3).   

Which leads us to another practical point: to amend a case 

management order, rule 1.200(h)(4) and (h)(5) both state that the 

party need only establish “a good-faith effort to comply [with the 

current deadlines] or a significant unforeseen change in 

circumstances.”  That is a simple requirement for moving multiple 

dates in a case management order compared to what is required to 

move a single date that will have no impact on future dates.  Again, 

we show the Workgroup and Court side-by-side how the 

requirements for the two requests compare: 
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A motion to continue a non-trial 
event where there is no impact 
on subsequent dates must: 

A motion to amend a case 
management order (which is 
filed when moving one date will 
impact subsequent dates) must: 
 

- specify the reason for 
noncompliance and  

- the specific date by which 
the activity can be 
completed, including 
confirming availability and 
cooperation of any required 
participant such as a third-
party witness or expert, 
and  

- must otherwise comply 
with rule 1.460(a). 

Rule 1.200(f)(2) 
 

by “having the client        
sign the motion if it impacts     
a special set hearing” and  

Rule 1.460(a)(1) 
 

by “describ[ing] the  
potential effect of the  
requested continuance on  

        remaining case  
        management deadlines” 
Rule 1.4609(a)(3) 
 

- establish “a good-faith 
effort to comply [with the 
current deadlines]” or  

- “a significant unforeseen 
change in circumstances.”    

 
Rule 1.200(h)(4), (h)(5) 
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The discrepancy is illogical.  Given that all non-trial event 

deadlines will be contained in the case management order, the more 

logical way to handle continuances of non-trial events is to delete 

1.460(a)—because it is duplicative of rule 1.200(f)(2).  Keep the 

requirements of rule 1.200(f)(2) that a motion to move a deadline that 

does not impact subsequent deadlines must still explain why the 

deadline needs to be moved (although the language of rule 

1.460(a)(2)(A) is preferred to the language of rule 1.200(f)(2)) and 

establish that the new deadline can be met, but delete the 

requirement to “otherwise comply with rule 1.460(a)” (given that 

there is no meaningful purpose served by requiring the client to sign 

a motion to continue a hearing ((a)(1)) and a motion to continue a 

date is not permitted where moving the date will affect subsequent 

dates ((a)(3)).   

Then, amend rules 1.200(f)(2) and (h)(5) to add a requirement 

that, in addition to showing good faith or unforeseen circumstances, 

“any motion to amend the case management conference shall” 

contain the same information necessary to continue a date that does 

have an impact on subsequent dates.   
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In addition to creating balance, adding this requirement to rule 

1.200(h)(5) would have the added benefit of making section (h)(5) 

serve a purpose.  Right now, it is redundant of section (h)(4)(C)(i).   

We would also suggest harmonizing (h)(4)(C)(i) and (h)(5).  

Currently, (h)(4) allows the court to amend a case management order 

“contingent upon parties establishing a good faith effort to comply or 

a significant unforeseen change of circumstances.”  In contrast, (h)(5) 

permits amendment where “the parties have demonstrated a good 

faith effort to comply with the deadlines or have demonstrated a 

significant change of circumstances, such as the addition of new 

parties.”  One requires the change to be unforeseen, the other does 

not.  One gives an example, the other does not.  We suggest deleting 

the example of a “significant change in circumstances” in (h)(5).  If 

the Workgroup believes an example is beneficial, then the place for 

an example is in a comment to the rule.  We also suggest adding 

“unforeseen” to (h)(5) to create consistency. 

 

Proposed changes to rule 1.200 related to continuances: 
 

Rule 1.200(f)(2)  
 

Individual Deadlines. Parties may not extend deadlines 
by agreement if the extension affects their ability to comply 
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with the remaining dates on the schedule. Any motion for 
extension of time to comply with a deadline must specify 
the reason for noncompliance state the factual basis of the 
need for extension19 and the specific date by which the 
activity can be completed, including confirming availability 
and cooperation of any required participant such as a 
third-party witness or expert, and must otherwise comply 
with rule 1.460(a). Motions for extension of time shall not 
be granted if the effect is to delay the case or if the 
extension affects the remaining deadlines, in the absence 
of extraordinary a significant unforeseen change in 
circumstances. If the problem affects a subsequent date or 
dates, parties must seek an amendment of the case 
management order as opposed to an individual motion for 
extension. 

 
Rule 1.200(h)(4)(C)(i) 
 

Issues That May Be Addressed. Issues that may be 
addressed at a case management conference or in an 
updated joint case management report include but are not 
limited to:  
… 
(C) determining whether the court should enter orders 
addressing one or more of the following:  

(i) amending any dates or deadlines, contingent upon 
parties establishing a good-faith effort to comply or a 
significant unforeseen change of circumstances and 
complying with the requirements of subdivision 
(h)(5); 

 
Rule 1.200(h)(5) 
 

Revisiting Deadlines. At any conference under this rule, 
the court may revisit any of the deadlines previously set 
where the parties have demonstrated a good-faith attempt 
to comply with the deadlines or have demonstrated a 

 
19 This language is taken from rule 1.460(a)(2)(A). 
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significant unforeseen change of circumstances, such as 
the addition of new parties.  Any motion to amend a case 
management order shall state the factual basis of the need 
for extension of deadlines20 and the specific date by which 
the activity necessitating the extension which will impact 
subsequent dates can be completed, including confirming 
availability and cooperation of any required participant 
such as a third-party witness or expert. 
 

Author’s Comment- 2022 
Subdivision (h)(5). An example of a significant unforeseen 
change in circumstances would be the addition of a new 
party. 

  

 
20 This language is taken from rule 1.460(a)(2)(A). 
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L. Rule 1.460(b) – Motions to Continue Trial. 

 
This provision needs to be revised not only to harmonize it with 

the continuance rule for complex cases (rule 1.201) and the “setting 

action for trial” rule (1.440), but also to avoid harsh and/or 

unintended consequences. 

First, rule 1.201, which governs complex cases, says that 

“Continuance of the trial of a complex action should rarely be granted 

and then only upon good cause shown.”  Rule 1.201(b)(3).  But rule 

1.460(b), which contains no provision stating that complex cases are 

excluded from its coverage, states that “Once the case is set for trial, 

no continuance may be granted except for extraordinary unforeseen 

circumstances involving the personal health of counsel or a party, 

court emergencies, or other dire circumstances that provide 

extraordinary cause.”  Rule 1.460(b)(1).  Clearly, as it pertains to 

complex cases, these two provisions conflict. 

But there should be no more lenient exception for complex 

cases.  Continuances should be governed by the same principles for 

all cases.  And, as noted by nearly every comment, they should not 

be as draconian as those proposed by rule 1.460(b). 
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For example, that rule says that no continuance can be granted 

for “failure to complete discovery.”  Rule 1.460(b)(5)(A).  While we can 

see where the Workgroup was headed with that thought (not wanting 

to reward parties who fail to diligently conduct discovery and then 

ask for a continuance), stripping away all discretion will lead to 

inequitable outcomes.  One judge gave the example that, during the 

first twelve months of COVID, many CME doctors were not 

conducting examinations because they were not “medically 

necessary.”  Obviously, a defendant would not want to proceed to 

trial without a CME.  It was certainly no one’s fault that a pandemic 

had shuttered medical practices for non-essential examinations.  

But, under rule 1.460(b)(5)(A), the judge would have been unable to 

continue the trial—because failure to complete discovery is not a 

basis for continuance.   

We agree with the FDLA that foreclosing a continuance where 

dispositive motions have not been heard is also a mistake.  While the 

amendments the Workgroup proposed will hopefully create more 

efficiency, they are not going to bring down the number of cases many 

judges carry.  For judges in big counties, like Duval, Orange, 

Hillsborough, Broward and Miami-Dade, the wait for even a thirty-
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minute hearing can be many months.  That is not a problem the 

parties to a single lawsuit created.  And it is not simply a matter of 

scheduling summary judgment hearings early enough before trial to 

ensure hearing time.  The reason dispositive motions are often set 

close to trial is because the parties need to complete discovery.  

Indeed, the relatively new rule 1.510 expressly contemplates that 

ruling on a motion for summary judgment can be delayed until 

discovery is completed.  See Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.510(d).  Cases are 

handled more efficiently when the entire case, or even just portions 

of it, can be disposed of before trial.  It is inefficient (at best) to force 

a case to trial when a continuance to allow for dispositive motions to 

be heard could save court time, juror time and State and party 

resources. 

In another example, the parties mediated the week before trial 

in a complex product liability case and were close to settlement when 

the mediator literally dropped dead of a heart attack during 

mediation.  Clearly, the parties did not settle that day.  Under rule 

1.460(b)(5)(B), which forbids a continuance to mediate, the court 

would have to deny a motion to continue and force a case to trial 
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where the parties could have settled if they were given a little more 

time.   

Life is unpredictable and the examples could go on for pages.  

Our point is that stripping courts of the ability to address the 

unpredictable will lead to inequitable outcomes. 

This point is borne out by another inconsistency between rule 

1.460(b) and a related rule.  Specifically, as noted by the FDLA, the 

“2021 Commentary” to rule 1.440 (which replaces the “at issue” 

standard) states that: 

By this amended rule, the failure of the parties to move 
diligently to have pleadings filed or amended will no longer 
thwart the ability of the court to move a case to trial. 
Instead, bona fide difficulties in getting pleadings filed or 
amended will be addressed by the court on motions to 
continue a trial date, which are addressed to the 
sound discretion of the court. 
 

(emphasis added).  The commentary states that a judge has “sound 

discretion” to address issues related to continuances for belated 

amendments and discovery issues.  But rule 1.460 makes the 

commentary a false statement.  Rule 1.460 allows for a continuance 

in only very narrowly limited circumstances and strictly forbids a 

continuance in the circumstances that would be present in a rule 

1.440 amendment situation. 
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 In addition, the language in subdivision 1.460(b)(6) needs to be 

consistent with the language of the rules regarding amendment.  

Currently, rule 1.460(b)(6) says that where amendment of the 

pleadings is “required” within 60 days of trial “due to extraordinary 

unforeseen circumstances supporting an order permitting such 

amendment” then “the amendment shall not serve as grounds for 

continuance where no additional discovery is required.”  As an initial 

matter, no amendment is ever “required.”  After an answer has been 

served, amendments are only “permitted” with leave of court.  See 

rule 1.190(a)).  The words in rules matter and should be precise. 

More importantly, the “extraordinary unforeseen 

circumstances” language in rule 1.460(b)(6) is inconsistent with rule 

1.190 (the rule regarding “Amended and Supplemental Pleadings”) 

which allows amendment to add a comparative fault defense only 

“absent a showing of good cause and no prejudice to other parties or 

the court.” Rule 1.190(b)(1)(B).  It is also inconsistent with the 

language of rule 1.200(h)(5) which allows the dates in a case 

management order (one of which is the deadline for amending 

pleadings) to be adjusted where “the parties have demonstrated a 

good-faith attempt to comply with the deadlines or have 
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demonstrated a significant change of circumstances” (we have 

previously suggested that the word “unforeseen” be placed here so 

that 1.200(h)(5) is consistent).   

 Our point is that the language of rule 1.460(b)(6) that requires 

“extraordinary” circumstances where a continuance arises out of 

last-minute amendments is not consistent with the two rules that 

would control the actual amendment.  Those rules speak to good 

faith, good cause, an absence of prejudice and significant unforeseen 

circumstances.  The “extraordinary” circumstances language should 

be deleted. 

We have also deleted two sentences in 1.460(b)(6) in their 

entirety.  The first sentence states that “If additional discovery is 

required, continuance shall not be granted except where cure is 

impossible.”  What does that mean?  Does it mean that a continuance 

will only be granted where additional discovery will cure the discovery 

deficiency?  If that is the case, then it seems like that concept is 

implicit in the grant of a motion for continuance (courts do not grant 

a continuance where extra time will not cure the problem).  The 

meaning of the sentence is so unclear that it needs to be either 

deleted or rewritten. 
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The next sentence in (b)(6) we deleted states, “If discovery is 

required, it is the responsibility of the party seeking amendment to 

facilitate the needed additional discovery, and if the party fails to do 

so, the court may deny the amendment due to the interference with 

the trial date and the orderly progress of the case.”  Rule 1.460(b)(6).  

There are two problems with this sentence.  First and foremost, it 

presumes that the court is ruling on a continuance request at the 

same time that it is ruling on a motion to amend.  As a practical 

matter, there is no reason to believe that will always be the case.  It 

is quite possible that the motion to amend will precede the motion 

for continuance by many months. 

Second, and equally problematic, a sentence about the court 

refusing to grant a motion to amend for failure to facilitate future 

discovery does not belong in a rule on continuances.  Practically 

speaking, it does not belong in a rule on amendment either; it is not 

possible to “deny amendment” based on a future event (“facilitating 

discovery”) that may or may not happen.   

Stated differently, the clause stating that the court can deny a 

motion to amend where a party does not facilitate a future event 

(obtaining discovery) is neither realistic nor does it belong in the 
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continuance rule.  We believe that what the Workgroup meant is that, 

if amendment was granted and the party who was allowed to amend 

did not facilitate discovery, then that party will not be granted a 

continuance.  Obviously, if the party seeking the continuance is the 

one who struggled to get discovery (because opposing counsel who 

was allowed to amend failed to facilitate it), then the non-amending 

party should not be punished. If that was indeed the Workgroup’s 

intention, that intention did not translate into the wording of the 

proposed rule.  We have tried to re-word the language. 

Finally, subsection (b)(10) should be deleted in its entirety.  The 

provision has three clauses and none of them serve a useful purpose.  

The first clause says that orders on motions to continue are entitled 

to a presumption of correctness.  That language is unnecessary 

because ALL orders reach an appellate court with a presumption of 

correctness—including this language suggests that perhaps some 

orders are not entitled to a presumption of correctness, which is 

surely not what the Workgroup intended.   

The second and third clause of (b)(10) go together to create 

mischief.  The second clause states that “where the trial court has 

made factual findings regarding its rulings” then the third clause 
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kicks in and the order “shall only be reversed upon a finding of gross 

abuse of discretion.”  “[W]here the trial court has made factual 

findings” suggests that a court does not have to enter an order 

making factual findings—but that contradicts subsection (b)(8) which 

says “[a]ll orders granting motions to continue shall state the factual 

basis, including the reason for continuance…”  Moreover, when read 

in combination with the third clause, it sounds as though orders 

granting a motion for continuance are entitled to a gross abuse of 

discretion standard of review (because they are orders where factual 

findings are required) but orders that make no factual finding (which 

could only be orders denying a motion for continuance, lest the order 

violate the requirement in subsection (b)(8)) are subject to a different 

standard of review.  We suspect that is not what the Workgroup 

intended. 

Put simply, nothing is gained by subsection (b)(10).  We are 

aware that other commenters have voiced strong opposition to 

including the “gross abuse of discretion” standard of review in a 

procedural rule.  In light of the other problems we have exposed, we 

hope the Workgroup will be persuaded that (b)(10) should be deleted 

in its entirety. 
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To remedy the inconsistencies and prevent draconian 

outcomes, we propose changes to two rules.  In rule 1.201(b)(3), 

delete the clause related to continuances so that there is no 

confusion that a single rule (1.460) governs all motions to continue 

trials.  Then, we propose that rule 1.460(b) be amended as reflected 

below: 

Proposed changes to rule 1.201  

related to continuance of trial: 
 

Rule 1.201(b)(3) 
Notwithstanding rule 1.440, at the initial case 
management conference, the court shall set the trial date 
or dates no sooner than 6 months and no later than 24 
months from the date of the conference unless good cause 
is shown for an earlier or later setting. The trial date or 
dates shall be on a docket having sufficient time within 
which to try the action and, when feasible, for a date or 
dates certain. The trial date shall be set after consultation 
with counsel and in the presence of all clients or 
authorized client representatives. The court shall, no later 
than 2 months prior to the date scheduled for jury 
selection, arrange for a sufficient number of available 
jurors. Continuance of the trial of a complex action should 
rarely be granted and then only upon good cause shown. 
 
 

Proposed changes to rule 1.460: 
 
Rule 1.460 

 
(a) Motions to Continue Non-trial Events. 
DELETE THIS SUBDIVISION IN ITS ENTIRETY 
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(b) Motions to Continue Trial  
 

(1) (a) Motions to continue trial are disfavored and should rarely   
     be granted. Once the case is set for trial, no continuance  
     may be granted except for good cause shown extraordinary      
     unforeseen circumstances involving the personal health of     
     counsel or a party, court emergencies, or other dire  
     circumstances that provide extraordinary cause. Lack of   
     preparation is not grounds to continue the case. Where  
     possible, trial dates shall be set in collaboration with  
     counsel and self-represented parties as opposed to the  
     issuance of unilateral dates by the court. 
 

(2) (b) A motion to continue trial shall be in writing and signed by   
     the client. 

 
(3) (c) Any motion to continue trial must be filed within 14 days    

     after the appearance of grounds to support such a motion. 
 

(4) (d) The motion shall state with specificity: 
(A) (1) the factual basis of the need for the continuance; 
(B) (2) the proposed date by which the case will be ready for     
          trial; and 
(C) (3) the proposed action and schedule that will enable the  
          movant to be ready for trial by the proposed date. 

 
(5) No motion to continue shall be granted upon any of the 

following grounds:  
(A) failure to complete discovery; 
(B) failure to complete mediation;  
(C) outstanding dispositive motions;  
(D) counsel or witness unavailability except where the record 
demonstrates new circumstances beyond counsel or witness 
control;  
(E) withdrawal of counsel within 60 days of trial; or  
(F) trial conflicts, which are subject to resolution under Florida 
Rule of General Practice and Judicial Administration 2.550. 

 
(6)   (e)  If amendment of pleadings or affirmative defenses is              
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    required permitted under the relevant rules within 60 days       
    of trial, due to extraordinary unforeseen circumstances  

            supporting an order permitting such amendment within 60           
    days of trial, the amendment shall not serve as grounds for       
    continuance where no additional discovery is required. If the  
    party who was granted amendment failed to facilitate  
    discovery and the same party later seeks a continuance, the  
    trial court may deny the continuance if the failure created If  
    additional discovery is required, continuance shall not be  
    granted except where cure is impossible. If discovery is      
    required, it is the responsibility of the party seeking  
    amendment to facilitate the needed additional discovery, 
    and if the party fails to do so, the court may deny the     
    amendment due to the interference with the trial date and    
    the orderly progress of the case. 
 

(7)   (f)  Trial courts should utilize all remedies available to cure  
            issues to avoid continuances if possible, including requiring  
            depositions to preserve testimony, remote appearance, and  
            conflict consultations with other judges. 

 
(8)   (g)  All orders granting motions to continue shall state the   
            factual basis, including the reason for the continuance,  
            shall schedule the action required to resolve the need for  
            the continuance, and shall set a new trial date. Counsel  
            shall serve all orders granting continuances upon counsel's  
            clients. Counsel and self-represented parties shall be 
            prepared to try the case on the trial date reset by the court. 

 
(9)   (h)  No case may be continued for a duration exceeding 6     
             months from its original trial date, except where the action            
             required to cure the need for the continuance cannot be  
             completed within 6 months.  Findings regarding same shall  
             be made on the record in any order of continuance.   
 
      (10)  Orders granting or denying motions to continue shall benefit 
from presumption of correctness on appeal where the trial court has 
made factual findings regarding its ruling and shall only be reversed 
upon a finding of gross abuse of discretion. 
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M. Rule 2.215(f) – the duty of judges to rule within a certain 
time 

 
As seen in the proposed re-write of rule 1.160, the time frames 

for judges to rule upon pre-trial motions should be adjusted.  Our 

suggestion is that judges should issue orders within 60 days of a 

request for decision if the parties have indicated they do not want a 

hearing or if the court does not want to hold a hearing.  In situations 

where the court conducts a hearing, whether it be for a motion in 

limine (covered by rule 1.160) or a motion for summary judgment 

(excluded by rule 1.160), because rule 2.215 covers all motions, the 

court must rule within 30 days of the date the hearing was held.   

In addition, we are concerned about an inherent inconsistency 

between (f)(1) and (f)(2).  Subdivison (f)(1) creates deadlines, but 

subdivision (f)(2) ASSUMES that the judge will not be able to meet 

the deadline in (f)(1).  This is plain because (f)(2) is explains the 

various events that must take place when the judge misses the 

deadline in (f)(1) (reporting to the chief judge, the chief judge checking 

in, the chief judge taking responsibility, etc.). 

 From a practical perspective, it is troublesome that the 

Workgroup has created a deadline in subdivision (1) that the 
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Workgroup knows is so untenable that it has anticipated failure and 

created fallback positions in subdivision (2).  As litigators, the 

undersigned are “all for” getting faster orders and judgments.  And 

our proposed amendments have tried to adhere to the Workgroup’s 

proposals.  But none of us desire to set judges up for failure.  The 

practice of law, from both the bench and the trench, has enough 

mental health pressure that a rule judges (particularly those in large, 

busy circuits) repeatedly break serves no purpose other than to 

create frustration.   

Thus, we propose tempering the “shalls” in subdivision (1).  A 

judge should do all in his or her power to meet the deadlines in 

subdivision (1) and would still need to self-report if they cannot make 

the deadline, but the sense of failure need not be so intense if the 

realities of life and law do not allow the deadline to be met.  If the day 

comes that the courts are given the resources that would allow 

meeting the deadlines to be the norm, the rule could be revisited. 
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Proposed changes to rule 2.215(f)(1): 
 

(1) Ruling.  
 
(A) Unless another rule of procedure requires a different 
timeframe, a judge shall must enter an order or judgment 
on all matters submitted to the judge for determination 
after a trial within 60 days after the date the trial 
concluded or post-trial submissions were filed, whichever 
is later.  
 
(B) Unless another rule of procedure requires a different 
timeframe, a judge shall must enter an order on a motion 
within on all matters submitted to the judge for 
determination prior to trial no later than 60 days after the 
date a request for decision was filed or 30 days after the 
date the motion was argued.within 60 days after the later 
of (i) the date the motion was argued, if oral argument was 
conducted; (ii) the date a request for decision was filed; (iii) 
the date a notice of dispensing with oral argument was 
filed; or (vi) the date an order dispensing with oral 
argument was entered. 
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N. Rule 2.250 – Time Standards for Trial and Appellate 
Courts and Reporting Requirements 

 
There are two inconsistencies in subdivision (a)(1), which 

related to civil time periods.  First, for complex cases, the rule says 

they should be completed within “30 months.”  This is this is longer 

than the 24 months in rule 1.201(b)(3).   

Second, the types of cases listed do not track the case 

management rule.  The cases listed in rule 2.250(a)(1) are: complex 

(30 months), other jury cases (18 months), other non-jury cases (12 

months), and small claims cases.  But rule 1.200(c), the case 

management rule breaks cases down as complex, standard and 

streamlined. 

The use of different time frames and different descriptions is 

puzzling.  We have no suggestion to remedy the inconsistency 

because we cannot tell what the Workgroup’s intention was in using 

different terms.  We just note the inconsistency. 
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O. Rule 2.546 – Active and Inactive Case Status 
 

The plurals and singulars are inconsistent.  Rule 2.546(a) 

requires that parties (plural) “shall promptly file a motion to place a 

case on inactive status when a case pending in a trial court is 

required to be stayed….”  Once the case is no longer “inactive,” rule 

2.546(b) says that the “parties” (plural again) “shall file a motion to 

remove a case's ‘inactive’ status within 30 days after an event occurs 

that makes it unnecessary.”  Rule 2.546(b). 

The inconsistency is that rule 2.546(b) says that a “party 

[singular] that fails to timely inform the court that a case's ‘inactive’ 

status has become unnecessary may be subject to sanctions, 

including dismissal of the action or the striking of pleadings.”  That 

does not make sense.  Both parties are obligated to move the case to 

inactive, both are obligated to move it off inactive, but only one party 

is subject to sanctions.  Which party? 

Again, we do not have a proposal to remedy the error because 

we cannot tell what the Workgroup’s intent was.  Is the error in 

making the first two references plural?  Or is the error in making the 
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last reference singular?  If the references should be singular, which 

party is charged with moving for active or inactive status? 
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III. TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS 
 
Rule 1.190 (needs colon at end of (b)(1)) 
 

(b) Amending Affirmative Defenses Involving 
Comparative Fault. 
(1) Any motion to amend seeking to plead the fault of a 
party or nonparty must: 
(A) be timely in accordance with the Florida Rules of Civil 
Procedure, the case management order, and other orders 
of the court; and 
(B) absent a showing of good cause and no prejudice to the 
other parties or the court, be brought within 15 days of 
when the party seeking to amend knew or reasonably 
should have known, with the exercise of due diligence, of 
the party's or nonparty's alleged fault. 

 
 
Rule 1.200(a)(3)(A) (erroneous repetition of words; delete 
strikethrough language) 
 

(A) Meet and Confer. Parties shall meet and confer within 
30 days after service after initial service of the complaint 
on the first defendant served, unless extended by order of 
the court. The parties should discuss and 
identify deadlines for: 

 
Rule 1.200(h)(4)(xvi) (delete period after the numeral 1) 
 

(xvi) setting a trial period if one was not set under 
subdivision (e)(3)(D)(ii)1. or reviewing the anticipated trial 
period and confirming the anticipated number of days 
needed for trial; 
 

Rule 1.200(f) (add period to the end of the title) 
 
 (f) Extensions of Time; Modification of Deadlines. 
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IV.  LIST OF ATTORNEYS WHO JOIN THIS COMMENT 
 

 Last Name First Name Bar # City of Practice 

1 A Coleman Daniel 0124962 Jacksonville 

2 Abbondandolo Lindsay 1011244 Miami 

3 Abdallah Joseph 90834 Boca Raton 

4 Abel William 122841 West Palm Beach 

5 Abel Evan 092229 Miami 

6 Abers Jeff 300853 Fort Lauderdale 

7 Adams Jackson 47970 Orlando 

8 Adelman Jeffrey 568899 Boca Raton 

9 adolphe rollande 93772 lake worth 

10 AGUIRRE JOSE 92675 miami 

11 Ahmed Fraz 25653 Jacksonville  

12 Aldahan Suzanne 1002654 Fort Lauderdale 

13 Alemany Joaquin J. 662380 Miami 

14 Alexander Richard 0017795 Jacksonville 

15 Allen  Jacquelyn  125653 Naples 

16 Allison Elise 99154 West Palm Beach 

17 Alpizar Scott 121767 Palm Bay 

18 Alpizar David 898481 Palm Bay 

19 Alpizar John 262765 Melbourne Beach 

20 Altman Alexis 0105040 Boca Raton 

21 Alvarez Derek 114278 Tampa 

22 Alvarez Joseph 108195 TAMPA 

23 Alvarez Tamatha 151467 Weston 

24 Alvarez F Dennis 0178493 Tampa 

25 Alvarez Alejandro 946346 Coral Gables 

26 Alvarez michael 102515 Coral gables 

27 Anchell Alan 13500 Fort Lauderdale 

28 anderson George 346888 Orlando 

29 Anderson Timothy 14122 Tampa 

30 Anderson Kathryn  748951 Orlando 

31 Anderson Adam 125640 Panama City Beach 
32 Andone Joshua 111335 Orlando 
33 Andrews Jennifer 98939 Orlando 
34 Aristizabal P. Felipe  60796 Tampa 
35 Armstrong  James 821071 Jacksonville  
36 Arnold Jason 92683 Tampa 
37 Arnold Rhiannon 0022301 Orlando 

38 
Arnold-

Simmons Teresa 25687 Jacksonville 
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39 Aronovitz Cary 86425 MIAMI 
40 Ashton Frank 0611311 Jacksonville Beach 
41 Ashton Frank 0611311 Jacksonville Beach 
42 Atter Michael 278726 Jacksonville 
43 Aungst Matthew 0691372 Apopka 
44 Austin John 0058848 Saint Petersburg 
45 Avera Alexandria 1011260 Gainesville 
46 Avera Mark 812935 Gainesville 
47 Avila Kathryn 1019574 Pensacola 
48 AYALA JULIO 0977070 Coral Gables 
49 Babboni Michael 0708054 St Petersburg 
50 Babiarz  Timothy  0050407 The Villages 
51 Baer Shannon 0106161 West Palm Beach 
52 Bagen Kyle 112827 Gainesville 

53 Baggett Amanda 713252 Jacksonville 
54 Bailey Michael 326232 Winter Park 
55 Bailey Lori 0990914 Jupiter 
56 Baker Todd 88181 Ft. Lauderdale 
57 Balangue Michael 1003194 Jacksonville 
58 Baldwin Gregory 527394 Miami  
59 Balmuth Barry 0868991 Palm Beach Gardens 
60 Bankston Jeffrey 847992 Jacksonville Beach 
61 Bannon Rick 0352985 St. Petersburg 
62 Barbosa Destiny 1003196 West Palm Beach 
63 Barker Brian 599476 St. Petersburg 
64 Barnes Heather 85522 Tampa 
65 Barnes Stephen 05177 Tampa 
66 Barnhart  F. Gregory 217220 West Palm Beach 
67 Barroso Isabel 0083366 Fort Myers 
68 Baskin Andrew 109388 Jacksonville  
69 Bass Theron 11055 West Palm Beach 
70 Bassett Robert 136115 Saint Petersburg 
71 Bateh Abraham 300871 Jacklsonville 
72 BATEH charles 0090646 Jacksonville 

73 
Bellomio 

Commons Linda 0778346 TAMPA 
74 Bellon Jeanette 45351 Hollywood 
75 Bellows Christopher 512745 Miami 
76 Beltz Jennifer 87114 Saint Petersburg 
77 Beltz Larry 0126001 St Petersburg 

78 Bendell Michael 374547 Boca Raton 
79 Benmeleh  Jack 62179 Miami  
80 Bennett Andrew 0112386 Tampa  
81 Bennett Rhonda 0854360 Tallahassee 
82 benrubi richard  796573 boca raton 
83 Berger Brett 0040697 Tampa 
84 Berger Eric 0716170 Plantation 
85 Berke John 20705 Lakeland 
86 Berry Gregory 0104895 Orlando 
87 Berry Lance 68226 Panama City 
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88 Besbris Monica 1024973 Orlando 
89 Biggart James 0037310 Gainesville 
90 Bigger Brent 823961 Tampa 
91 Bilecki Christopher 58229 Winter Park 
92 Bilotta  Joseph  0881414 West Palm Beach 
93 Binkley Mason 0087922 Tampa 
94 Bird Whitney 0127096 Fort Myers 
95 Bisset Christina 118096 Orlando 
96 Bittner Anne 1005173 Jupiter 
97 Black David 0791911 Jacksonville 
98 Black Michael 056162 Miami 
99 Blackmon Neil W.  86917 Fort Lauderdale 

100 Blackwell Gregory  662666 Jacksonville 
101 Blackwood Colin 89509 Miami 

102 Blanco  Carolina 98878 Tampa 
103 Blank Michael 116682 Tallahassee 
104 Block Eric 915531 Jacksonville  
105 Bobet Victor 0100943 Tampa 
106 Bodiford Bradley 84897 Jacksonville  
107 Bohlman Kristen 101360 Jacksonville 
108 Bokor Richard 106580 Tampa 
109 Bokor Richard 106580 Tampa 
110 Boldt Kimberly 957399 Boca Raton 
111 Bonner Michael 827721 Coral Gables 
112 Boohoff Tatiana 0047674 Tampa  
113 Borders Scott 074568 Tampa 
114 Borimonoff Victor 1015809 Tampa 
115 Borkovic Danko 84900 Saint Petersburg 
116 Borrego David 0036844 Tampa 
117 Borrello Robert 764485 Miami 
118 Bounds James  0981631 Maitland  
119 bowen Lisha 0169374 Tampa 
120 Boyers Robert 100978 Miami 
121 Brady Raymond 0500283 Gainesville 
122 Brais Keith 0863319 MIAMI 
123 Brannan  Kamila  151866 Sarasota  
124 Brazel Jarod 1017722 Tampa 
125 Brennan Weldon 0825638 Tampa 
126 Brice Vanessa 076434 Orlando 
127 Bridge Steven 1003623 Jacksonville 

128 Briggs Laurie 0987905 West Palm Beach 
129 Briz Brian 657557 Miami 
130 Brochu Christopher 1013897 Jacksonville 
131 Brockwell Heath 0008184 Jacksonville Beach 
132 Brown James 0217573 Tampa 
133 Brown Susan 0195480 Dania Beach 
134 Brown Joel 0131231 Miami 
135 Brown Hubert 0994110 Tallahassee 
136 Brown Austin 96633 Jacksonville 
137 Brown Dominique 1015362 Bradenton 
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138 Browning Coy 612111 Fort Walton Beach 
139 Browning Steven 0599638 Jacksonville 
140 Brozyna Jonathan 67179 Tampa 
141 Bruce Eric 0959571 Bradenton 
142 Brum Adam 999512 Tampa 
143 Bruner Drew 098458 Fort Walton Beach 
144 Bryant Jacqlyn  91341 Clearwater 
145 Bubis Chad 90933 West Palm Beach 
146 Buchanan  Virginia  793116 Pensacola 
147 Buckler Donald 797324 Tampa 
148 Bulluck David 21476 Temple Terrace 
149 Bundza Corey 363730 Daytona Beach 
150 Bunin Jeffrey 60809 Fort Lauderdale 
151 Burden Christian 0065129 Tampa 

152 Burke Kelsey 118111 Personal Injury 
153 Burleigh Scott 0055486 Jacksonville 
154 Burns Christopher 503479 Jacksonville 
155 buser thomas 350036 fort lauderdale 
156 Bush Kenneth 379352 Coral Gables 

157 Busse 
Nicholas 
Philip 101019- Jacksonville 

158 Butler Howard G 0503487 Jax 
159 Butler Frank 940585 Pinellas Park 

160 
Cabarcas 

Osman Sarah  90938 Weston  
161 Cabrera Stephanie 1018500 Miami 
162 Cabrera Michael  87222 Coral Springs 
163 Cacciatore Maddison 1024888 Melbourne 
164 Cacciatore Sammy 0056219 Melbourne 
165 Callahan Mick 0160940 St Petersburg 
166 CALTA LAUREN 0053112 TARPON SPRINGS 
167 Calvin Mark 045039 Jacksonville 
168 Camerlengo  Joseph 008192 Jacksonville 
169 Candelario Rosalie 0663156 Palm Beach Gardens 
170 Cannella Paul 90945 Fort Lauderdale  
171 Cappy Ryan 467863 Tampa 
172 Carbajal  Angelica 1027875 Jacksonville  
173 Cardenas Jeanette 0036873 Tampa 
174 Cardillo Matthew 0863361 Tampa 
175 cardillo peter 350052 tampa 

176 CARMAN ALLEN 948624 Tampa 
177 Carman Allen 948624 Brandon 
178 Carney Matthew 097840 Clearwater 
179 Carpenter Christa 089779 Palm Harbor 
180 Carroll John 297194 Palm Beach Gardens  

181 
Carson-

Freymann Catherine 0418986 Sarasota 
182 Carter Jonathon 1031010 Jackosnville 
183 Carter David 0120889 Palm Harbor 
184 Carter  Nathan  083641 Orlando 
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185 Casal Jose 0767522 Miami 
186 Casas Alejandro 0914398 West Palm Beach 
187 Casco Belen 1029422 Orlando 
188 Cassel Michael 97065 Hollywood 
189 Castillo Ramon 22404 Orlando 
190 Catalano James 112868 Tampa 
191 Cathey Brandon 0941891 St. Petersburg 
192 Cederberg Mark 574309 Orlando 
193 Centrone Gus 30151 Tampa 
194 Cerasa Michael 15085 Winter Park 
195 Chapman William 0517461 West Palm Beach  
196 Chase Brandon 90961 Coral Gables 
197 Chasez Tyler 72483 Orlando 
198 Chavin Valorie 014226 North Miami 

199 Chehouri Daniel 1005564 Fort Lauderdale 
200 CHESTER MITCHELL 288136 PLANTATION 
201 Chester Albert 0117649 Plantation 
202 Childers Seldon J. 61112 Gainesville 
203 Chindamo Joey 108207 Orlando 
204 Christ Matthew  0119106 Palm Beach Gardens 
205 christine karly 0091484 Sarasota 
206 Chubb Mitchell 99723 Lake Mary 
207 Clark J. Daniel 0106471 Tampa 
208 Clark Mark W. 358339 West Palm Beach 
209 Clay Mandi 28808 Plant City 
210 Cleary Scott 0492574 Jacksonville, Florida 
211 Clifton Douglas 0049850 JACKSONVILLE 
212 Coello Christina  111425 Miami 
213 Cohen Lee 825670 Boca Raton 
214 Coker Howard 141540 Jacksonville 
215 Coleman Donald  357367 Jacksonville 
216 Coleman Donald 114205 Jacksonville 
217 Collier Robert 854440 Plantation 
218 Colvin Trevor 118145 TAMPA 
219 Combs Edward 084096 Melbourne 
220 Comstock Jared 0095937 Gainesville 
221 Concepcion Leonardo 0106317 Miami Springs 
222 Connelly Brian 0058815 Vero Beach 
223 CONNER TARA 35493 Jacksonville 
224 Connors Brian 111431 Panama City 

225 Considine Tracy 599816 St Augustine 
226 Cooper Thaxter 991066 Tampa 
227 Copeland Tom 0611913 St. Augustine 
228 Copeland Todd 0964840 Orlando 
229 Corcilli Mariano 68529 Miami 
230 Cornelius Mark 0011835 Altamonte Springs 
231 Cortina Jana 771740 Pinellas Park 

232 Costantino 
Raymond 
Scott 0793280 Jacksonville 

233 Cotten Christopher  108210 St. Petersburg   
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234 Cotten Alexis 127305 St. Pete 

235 
Courtney 
Baigorri Sara 018694 Miami 

236 Cox Jonathan 0152307 West Palm Beach 
237 Cozart  Rebecca 0487570 Jacksonville 
238 Crane Crosby 71657 Tampa 
239 Cressman Mark 51519 Winter Garden 
240 Crist Matthew 35539 Tampa 
241 Culler J 272302 North Palm Beach 
242 Culpepper Robert 124967 Jacksonville 
243 Curry  Clif  338915 Brandon  
244 Curtin Todd 0119737 Orlando 
245 D'Amico Maria 0126435 Jacksonville 
246 Dabdoub Lara 723339 Miami 

247 Damaso  Michael  0018558 Orlando 
248 Daniel William 0822711 Tampa 

249 
Dantzler-

Fleming Hannah 1002953 Orlando 
250 Darfoor Kweku 0108697 Fort Lauderdale 
251 Davis Jared 1024895 Miami 
252 Day Justin  1010434 Jacksonville 
253 Dearing David 885673 Jacksonville 
254 DeBerard Philip 87048 Stuart 
255 Delgado Jason 0591122 TAMPA 
256 Delgado Jaime 0155446 Bradenton  
257 DeLong Michelle 111452 Palm Beach Gardens 
258 DeMarchi Donna 0172456 Stuart 
259 Dennis Thomas 55706 Orlando 
260 Derry Jason 36970 Tampa 
261 Diamond  Jeffrey 0047082 Tampa 
262 Diaz Angel 0649732 Miami 
263 Diaz Juan 91011 West Palm Beach 
264 DiCampli Carl 0756911 Tampa 
265 Diecidue Anthony 146528 Tampa 
266 Diecidue  Dennis  114676 Tampa 
267 Diez Randall 115446 Fort Lauderdale  
268 Diez-Arguelles Carlos R. 050569 Orlando 
269 digiacomo frank 134546 Palm City 
270 Dinetz Jennifer 119550 West Palm Beach 
271 DiPietro Patrick T. 612049 Miami 

272 DiPlacido Frank  180092 Fort Myers 
273 Dismuke David 487619 Lakeland 
274 Distasio Scott 843652 Tampa 
275 Dolin Laura 867586 Davie 
276 DOMNICK SEAN 843679 Palm Beach Gardens 
277 Donegan Christopher 100703 Tampa 
278 Donovan Justin 1025138 Orlando 
279 Dore Dennis 356360 Jacksonville 
280 Dorminy Daren 104983 Orlando 
281 Dostie Grant 119886 Tampa 
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282 Downie Dianne 65058 Orlando 
283 Drach Justin 103016 Jacksonville 
284 Draper Charles 0195962 Kissimmee 
285 Drechsel Joshua 0125709 Saint Petersburg 
286 Drushal Amy 546895 Tampa 
287 Dulcie Jordan 118635 West Palm Beach 
288 Dulcie Jordan 118635 West Palm Beach 
289 Dunaway III R. Samuel 0025916 Orlando 
290 Dupuy Tyler 118637 Fort Myers 
291 Duran Fabio 108546 Lake Mary 
292 Dwyer Melissa 118175 West Palm Beach 
293 EARLE STEVEN 300550 Saint Augustine 
294 Eaton Doug 0129577 Miami 
295 Edmiston armando 40956 tampa 

296 Edwards Paul 99387 Fort Lauderdale  
297 Eggnatz Joshua 0067926 Davie 
298 Eichenblatt Max 1025141 Winter Park 
299 Ellis Chelsea 1002243 Jacksonville 
300 Ellsley Eric  152560 Plantation 
301 Eltringham David  191541 Personal injury 
302 Encinosa Israel 46083 Miami 
303 Engel Joe 91046 Orlando 
304 Englander Gary 88616 Fort Lauderdale 
305 Erlich Marc 106346 Orlando 
306 Erlinger Jennifer 719803 Family practice 
307 eversole john 371513 WPB 
308 Facey Delrose  84596 Lake Worth  
309 Faddis Tiffany  0630667 Orlando 
310 Fagan John 333247 Orange Park  
311 Faiella Elizabeth 224308 Winter Park 
312 Faiella Elizabeth 224308 Winter Park 
313 Farah Dalya 1019351 Jacksonville 
314 Farhat Said 1007948 Jacksonville 
315 Farinas Daylin 1000452 Miami 
316 farmand musa 510343 Jax 
317 Fazzio Blair 85835 Boca Raton 
318 Feder Beth 88265 Davie 
319 Feiler, B.C.S. Michael B. 98477 Miami 
320 Fenderson Gordon 0759201 Jacksonville 
321 Fenster Robert 906890 Apopka/Seminole 

322 Fenton Avery 118186 Plantation 
323 Fernandez Cindy 1025393 Miami Lakes  
324 Fernandez  Marcus  0055806 Tampa 
325 Ferrera Amy 15313 Tampa 
326 Feuer Aaron 100542 Miami 
327 Fezza Jason 75886 Hallandale 
328 Fibe Julie 91070 Gainesville 
329 Fichtelman Thomas 0125843 St. Augustine 
330 Fine Jack 0223700 Gainesville 
331 Finebloom Darren 0336660 Tampa 
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332 Finegan Michael 105894 Brandon 
333 Finizio Elizabeth 537241 Fort Lauderdale 
334 Finizio Santino 121833 Fort Lauderdale 

335 
Finizio 

Bascombe Jamie 0981044 Ft lauderdale 
336 Finklehoffe carol 0015903 Miami 
337 Fiol Alejandro 0884723 Tampa 
338 Fiore Robert 0606863 Miami 
339 Fischbach Blaise 118194 Winter Park 
340 Fischer  Carey 198961 Fort Lauderdale  
341 Flanagan Rachael 1018544 Palm Beach Gardens 
342 Flores Jorge 0053244 Miami 
343 Foote John 0871230 Tallahassee 
344 Ford Wesley 0035738 Jacksonville 

345 Forrester Brittany 1021404 Jacksonville 
346 Foster Teddy 111979 Jacksonville 
347 FOUNTAIN DONALD R. 774030 West Palm Beach 
348 Fournier Carlos  1017996 Kissimmee 
349 Francis Anthony 0128971 Orlando 
350 Frank Frank 0046100 Jacksonville  
351 Fraxedas Jason 63887 Winter Park 
352 Freeman-Novoa Sheri 509965 St. Petersburg 
353 Freidin Jonathan 98955 Miami 
354 Freidin Philip 118519 miami 
355 Friedland Lee 99183 Fort Lauderdale 
356 Friedman Corey 88627 All over Florida 
357 Friedman Philip 0635243 Tampa 
358 Friedman  Adam 0099408 Fort Lauderdale  
359 Frohlich  Chris 0103032 punta gorda 
360 Fulgencio Felipe 95961 Tampa 
361 Fulmer Brenda 999891 West Palm Beach  
362 Fulmer Paul 0125857 Tampa 
363 Fulton Bob 8516 Tampa 
364 Furr Thomas 0543551 Panama city 
365 Gale Lindsey 1003258 Palm Beach Gardens 
366 Gamez  Anna Marie 502911 Miami 
367 Gander Deborah 34363 Coral Gables 
368 Garcia Mariano 31143 West Palm Beach 
369 Gare Henry 959960 Jacksonville 
370 Gaslin Savanna 1027895 Lake Mary 

371 Gaukroger  Gavin 76489 Fort Lauderdale  
372 Gaunce Meredith 88631 St Petersburg 
373 Gaver Glenn 0074152 Jacksonville 
374 Gaynor Morgan 935662 Tampa 

375 
Gentry 

Fernandez Jennifer 0002178 Tampa 
376 George  Michael 0225540 West Plam Beach 
377 Georges-Pierre Anthony  0533637 Miami 
378 Georgiou Kristina  114076 Hollywood 
379 Gerardi Kristina 84198 Royal Palm Beach 
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380 Gerasikova Maria 1025244 Boca Raton 
381 Gerth Jason 11162 Pensacola 
382 Gibson Michael 26105 Orlando 
383 Gievers Karen 262005 Tallahassee 
384 Gilbert Jonathan 064829 Orlando 
385 Gillen Alex 0470724 Orlando 
386 Gillenwater Grant 102191 Melbourne  
387 Gillin Eric 0168629 Melbourne  
388 Gillis David 0068839 Fort Lauderdale 
389 Gilmer Rachael 887331 Pensacola 
390 Giommoni Mario 97925 Fort Lauderdale 
391 Giordano Paul 0194190 Fort Myers 
392 Giraldo Omar 92402 Ft. Lauderdale 
393 Glass Roy 210781 St. Petersburg 

394 glatthorn David 307416 West Palm Beach 
395 Glenz Thomas 372810 Tampa 
396 glick joseph 602264 ft. lauderdale 
397 Goldberg Scot 0045195 Fort Myers 
398 Goldberg Christina 0041081 Sarasota 
399 Golden Edward 330442 Fort Lauderdale 
400 Goldman David 07430 Sarasota 
401 Goldstein Sean 1018013 Fort Lauderdale 
402 Goldstein  Zeb 577316 Fort Lauderdale  
403 Goller Leslie A. 0393932 Jacksonville 
404 Gonzalez Adriana 60544 Lake Worth 
405 Gonzalez Rafael  0511021 Plantation 
406 Gonzalez Gina 1018791 Tampa 
407 Gonzalez Larry 107175 Orlando  
408 Gonzalez-Monge Jessica 92412 Orlando 
409 Gonzalez, Jr Anthony 602299 Tampa 
410 Goodman Ross  504300 Pensacola  
411 Goodman Brenton 0126153 Pensacola 
412 Gordon Trevor 115121 Palm Beach Gardens 
413 Gordon JeffreyJACK 836760 Tampa 
414 Gordon Jim 0127493 Oviedo 
415 Gormley  Barbara 0164747 Sarasota  
416 Goss Ady  1000356 Orlando 
417 Gowdy Bryan 0176631 Jacksonville 
418 Gower William 105172 Tampa 
419 Grace Mina 55897 Boca Raton 

420 Graham Henry 85308 Tallahassee 
421 green nathaniel 0655139 Fort Lauderdale 
422 Green Alan 343765 Coral Springs 
423 Greenberg  Greg 1023843 Plantation  
424 Greer Philip 1024977 Fort Lauderdale 
425 Grife Michael 16583 Boca Raton 
426 Grossman Matthew 111517 Jacksonville 
427 Grossman Stuart 156113 Coral Gables 
428 Grubich Ryan 105961 Fort Lauderdale 
429 Guarnieri James 0593192 Tampa 
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430 Guelli Samuel 0554618 West Palm Beach  
431 Guerra Rolando 602401 Tampa 
432 Guilford Michael  516066 Miami 
433 Gulden Peter  0010106 Winter Park 
434 Gulden Rebecca 0118179 Winter Park 
435 Gulden Peter 0010106 Winter Park 
436 Gulden Rebecca 0118179 Winter Park 
437 Gunion frederick 173692 ft lauderdale 
438 Gunion Melissa 86766 Fort Lauderdale 
439 Gurian Michelle 100312 Miami 
440 Haggard Michael  73776 Coral Gables 
441 HAHN WILLIAM 147108 Tampa 
442 Hall Gloretta 0898694 Stuart 
443 Hall Gloretta 0898694 Stuart 

444 Hall Lair 125018 Fort Lauderdale 
445 Hall Amber 103042 Tallahassee 
446 Halperin  Scott  0124380 Orlando  
447 hamilton john o333387 Melbourne 
448 Hamilton Andrew  709204 Tampa  
449 Hanlon Sharon 946220 Naples 
450 Hanna Amy 120471 Jacksonville 
451 Hanson Mark 621651 Stuart 
452 Harrell Jessie 0502812 Jacksonville 
453 Harrell Julie 0593656 Jacksonville 
454 Harrell Renee 045098 Jacksonville 
455 Harris Warren 247308 Tampa 
456 Harris Joshua 124124 Pensacola 
457 Harris Chase 112536 Jacksonville 
458 Hartmann Rhonda 101583 Weston 
459 Harwin Daniel 0682446 Fort Lauderdale 
460 Hassebrock Benjamin 76504 Miami 
461 Hasty Thomas 117750 Miami 
462 Hatfield John 0037049 Jacksonville 
463 Hatfield  Mara 37053 West Palm Beach 
464 Havican Daniel 1025837 Clearwater 
465 Hawk Abbey 111149 Jacksonville 
466 Hawkesworth Natalia 122236 Jacksonville 
467 Healy Robert 173990 St. Petersburg 
468 Hedstrom Ryan 124724 Tampa 
469 Heisner  Adam 124727 Fort Myers 

470 Henry David  0896756 Lakeland 
471 Heptner Dane 112545 Saint Petersburg 
472 Herd Elizabeth 47902 Palm Harbor 
473 Herman Jason 149357 Orlando 
474 Hermida Andres 1010725 Miami 
475 hernandez arthur 933790 jacksonville 
476 Herrmann Navin Bonita 487759 Plantation 
477 Hersh Michael 0056019 Boca raton  
478 hewett Christopher 0044160 Jacksonville  
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479 Hickey 
John H. 
(Jack) 305081 MIAMI 

480 Hill Jack  0547808 West Palm Beach  
481 Hill Shaughn 0105998 Tampa 
482 Hillyer Heidi 118258 Winter Springs 
483 Hinckley  Christopher 041155 Ocala 
484 Hirsch Mikael 095601 Orlando 
485 HIRSCHFELD  Neal 315389 Ft Lauderdale  
486 Hoag Gregory 627720 St. Petersburg 
487 Hoffman Dana 091050 Clearwater 
488 Holden Phillip 14395 Coral Gables 
489 Hollander Gregg 0973350 Boca Raton 
490 Holliday James  0045284 Brooksville 
491 Holzberg Glenn 369551 Miami 

492 Hoogerwoerd Peter 188239 Miami 
493 Hopkins John 243109 West Palm Beach 
494 Horne James 98994 Lakewood Ranch 
495 Horowitz Max 118269 Miami 
496 Horst Robert 91140 orlando 
497 HOULD STEPHEN 251402 Neptune Beach 
498 Howanitz Marianne 0936014 Ocala 
499 Hreene Craig 0618421 Hollywood  
500 Huber Greg 116130 Jupiter 
501 Humphries Michael 106015 Jacksonville 
502 Hunt Peter 107350 West Palm Beach 
503 Hunter Leon  127363 Tampa 
504 Hunter C Howard 0270199 Tampa 
505 Hunter Todd 88659 Tallahassee 
506 Iafornaro  Dehnolm  1022369 Naples  
507 Icangelo Guy 63959 West Palm Beach 
508 Imler Jason 1004422 Land O Lakes 
509 Iracki Daniel 0041212 Jacksonville 
510 Irvin Andrew 102677 Winter Park 
511 Isaac Derrick 88664 Fort Myers 
512 Isom, Jr. A. Woodson 200034 Tampa 
513 Jacobs Dana 59053 Jacksonville 
514 Jacobson Lee 0577928 Orlando 
515 Jaghab Ryan 125037 Jacksonville 
516 Jane Jorge 1028125 Tampa 
517 Jaspon Jeremiah  0577987 Orlando 

518 Jayson Christopher 472344 Tampa 
519 Jean-Bart Leslie 120286 Jacksonville 
520 Jeeves Scott 0905630 St Petersburg 
521 Jeffries Charles Cole 496944 Tampa 
522 Jerla Thomas 570958 Plantation 
523 Jhalli Amit  109492 Orlando 
524 Jimenez Adolfo 869295 Miami 
525 Jimenez Carlos 636746 Boynton Beach 
526 Johnson Marc 0047340 Tampa 
527 Johnson Joseph 372250 West Palm Beach 
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528 Johnson  Nicholas  0041227 Palm Beach Gardens  
529 Joseph  Vanessa  0115499 Miami 
530 Joss Harrison 118289 West Palm Beach 
531 Jowers Jessica 110377 Jacksonville 
532 Joyce Robert 307904 Tampa 
533 Joyce Jamison 1006410 Tampa 
534 Kalishman Steven 368271 Gainesville 
535 Kamalzadeh Ali 115995 Orlando 
536 Karikas Dean 0494161 St Petersburg 
537 Kasaris Daniel 0358827 St. Petersburg 
538 Kashi Joseph 219398 Plantation  
539 Kay Steven 17559 West Palm Beach  
540 Kellam Chris 59989 Jupiter 
541 Kelley DeVry 0567302 Orlando 

542 Kelly Charlotte 90105 Tampa 
543 Kempner William 0006564 Tallahassee 
544 Kenison Timothy 742201 West Palm Beach 
545 Kennedy Cameron 20548 Tallahassee 
546 Kharlap Iryna 124153 Jacksonville 
547 Kim Ethan 0059124 Orlando 
548 Kirby Jordan 67217 Plantation 
549 Kirilloff Robert 115750 Jacksonville 
550 Kiziah Katherine 0017585 West Palm Beach 
551 Kiziltan Rabab 1007977 Plantation 
552 Klausman Glenn 0215260 winter Park 
553 Klopenstein Tamara 0796920 Margate 
554 Klubok Gary 1031678 Miami 
555 Kobren Matthew 548553 Boca Raton 
556 Koch Brian 637335 Ft. Lauderdale 
557 Kochevar Matthew 153400 Tampa 
558 Koegler Gordon 975524 FT. Lauderdale  
559 Koenig Lyle 0040975 Ft. Lauderdale 
560 Kohn Kimberley  0008850 Tampa 
561 kolodinsky rick 247243 new smyrna beach 
562 Kopacz Joe  46789 Tampa 
563 koppel wayne 699543 plantation 
564 Koutnik Christopher 1014241 Jacksonville 
565 Kravitz Ed 0119172 Saint Petersburg 
566 Kroeger Leslie 989762 Palm Beach Gardens 
567 Kronenberg Olivia 104830 Tampa 

568 Kropog Darrell 0052275 Tampa 
569 Kruegel Melissa  0102702 Palm Beach Gardens 
570 Kurtz William 12843 Jacksonville 
571 Kuvin Grant 0675431 Jacksonville 
572 Kuvin  Spencer 0089737 West Palm Beach 
573 La Vista Nancy 0855596 West Palm BEach 
574 Labertew Karl 615234 Orlando 
575 Lafrance Houson 112583 Hollywood 
576 Laing Doris 1003300 Tallahassee 
577 Lama Andre 106985 Tampa 
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578 Lambrou  Lambros 1016173 Fort Lauderdale 
579 Landes Meranda 1035454 Orlando 
580 Lange Blake 100292 Naples  
581 Lapin Cory 112588 Miami 
582 Larson Daniel 765376 Tampa 
583 Latham Leannette 0094749 Orlando 
584 Latour Jessica 109074 West Palm Beach 
585 Lawson Susan 139769 Tampa 
587 LAZARO PAUL 115508 Tampa 
588 LEATHERWOOD VALERIE 107723 Sarasota 
589 Lechner Albert 22717 St Augustine 
590 Lee Mark 110611 Tampa 
591 Lee Brian 561681 jacksonville 
592 LEEDER THOMAS 0746401 Plantation 

593 Lenchus Anna  26382 Miami 
594 Lentini Michael 15450 Melbourne 
595 Lessmann Bennett 91803 Boca Raton 
596 Lester Jennifer 0945810 Gainesville 
597 Levin Martin 768456 Pensacola 
598 Levine Marjorie 96413 West Palm Beach 
599 Levine Lawrence 193185 Fort Lauderdale 
600 Levy Matt 46401 Boca Raton 
601 Levy Richelle 973548 Fort Lauderdale 
602 Lewis Melissa 62503 Lake Mary 
603 Lewis Andrea 85331 West Palm Beach 
604 Lewis Jeannete 987565 Davie 
605 Lewis Yasmeen 1011808 West palm beach 
606 Lewis Derek 91809 Pompano Beach 
607 Liggio Jeffrey 357741 West Palm Beach 
608 lilly kent 230261 Lake Wales 
609 Lineberry Gregory 181552 Jacksonville 
610 Lineberry Gregory 181552 Jacksonville 
611 Link  Robert  0200743 St Augustine 
612 Liotta Scott 0037036 Orlando 
613 Lipinski Jennifer 99524 Palm Beach Gardens 
614 Lipman David 017372 Boca Raton 
615 Lipsky joseph 968470 Plantation 
616 Lipton Joshua 88710 Palm Harbor 
617 Liss Jonathan 8941 Hollywood 
618 Littky-Rubin Julie H. 983306 West Palm Beach 

619 Little Melton 603015 Palmetto 
620 Littman Adam  893242 Winter Park 
621 Lively Rico 1000373 West Palm Beach 
622 Long Lyle 101740 Pompano Beach 
623 Lopez J. Tony 122624 Tampa 

624 Lopez 
Lauren 
Vanessa 119274 Miami 

625 Lotto Michael 105335 Miami 
626 Louis-Charles Steve 98666 Fort Lauderdale 
627 Loy Alexander 1011549 Miami 
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628 Lucas Chad 132225 Orlando 
629 Luciano Antonio 105342 Jacksonville 
630 Lugo Malinda  0101494 Tampa 
631 Luhrsen Julie 163848 Sarasota 
632 Luhrsen Jeffrey 0990418 Punta Gorda 
633 Luka Philip 0555630 Tampa 
634 Lynch Stephen 1024807 Orlando 
635 Maaswinkel Gregory 122238 Orlando 
636 Madonna Bobbi 0056265 Dade City 
637 Maher Steve 887846 Winter Park 
638 Mahoney Shannon 0194948 West Palm Beach 
639 Maier Daniel 623776 Fort Lauderdale 
640 Main Jedediah 15480 Winter Park 
641 Major Robert 0501115 Orlando 

642 Malamud Brian 538884 Fort Lauderdale  
643 Malavenda Edward 339581 west palm beach 
644 Malki Afram  0088725 Saint Petersburg 
645 mallard damian 882348 sarasota 
646 Mallard Sara 934739 Sarasota 
647 mallard damian 0882348 sarasota 
648 Maloney Patrick 0101131 Lakeland 
649 Manning Melody 0059248 Tampa 
650 Mansell Jeffrey 112072 West Palm Beach 
651 Manuel John 651052 Panama City 
652 Marcario Jamie 0089366 St. Petersburg 
653 Mardenborough Harold 947172 Panama City 
654 Marino Angelo 151934 Ft Lauderdale 
655 Marino Stephen 0079170 Miami 
656 Markman Jeremy 0080594 Orlando 
657 maroto luis 1011381 west palm beach  
658 Marsalisi Frank 59263 St. Petersburg 
659 Marsocci Hali 106091 West Palm Beach 
660 Martin  Tim 372730 Jacksonville 
661 Martinez Carla 88732 Coconut Grove 
662 Martino Michelle 105968 Jacksonville 
663 marx tanjuiming 21099 Maitland 
664 Matassini Nicholas 219916 Tampa 
665 Matassini Nicholas 219916 Tampa 
666 matassini nicholas 737704 Tampa 
667 Mathena Christopher 117156 Tampa 

668 Mathias John 748900 Saint Petersburg 
669 Mavromatis Felipe 118331 Kissimmee 
670 Mayer Michael 48134 Hollywood 
671 MCAFEE WILLIAM 709786 BOCA RATON 
672 McArthur Connolly 111244 Clearwater 
673 McBreen Daniel 0580007 Tampa 
674 McClain Brian 0057975 Orlando 
675 McCullough  Scott 0065500 Davie 
676 McDermott Daniel 109528 Fort Lauderdale 
677 McFatter Herbert 0147362 Panama City 
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678 McGovern John 0385130 Royal Palm Beach 
679 McGuire Molli 122183 Tallahassee 
680 mckeown mary 220043 st. petersburg 
681 McLaughlin Kevin 85928 Tampa 
682 McLaughlin Michael 0184690 Tampa 
683 mclaughlin robert 189839 tampa 
684 McMichael Alan 0441732 Gainesville 
685 McMillen Allison 50222 Maitland 
686 McMinn Jineane 99557 Jacksonville 
687 McNelis Lisa 464678 Boca Raton 
688 Meiler Michal 86522 Miami 
689 Melton Jason 605034 Spring Hill 
690 Melton, II R. Frank 475440 Orlando 
691 Menendez Manuel 0150206 Tampa 

692 Merida Christian 1035190 Coral Gables 
693 Mesner Brooke 1032022 Boca Raton  
694 Messer James 998753 Tallahassee 
695 Meszaros James 0117843 West Palm Beach 
696 Metcalf Aaron 0122297 Jacksonville 
697 Michaels Todd 568597 Coral Gables 
698 Michaels Ryan 98024 Hollywood 
699 Middleton Dustin 113029 Jacksonville 
700 Miles Stephanie 15516 St. Petersburg 
701 Miles Christopher 638293 Tampa 
702 MILLER TODD 0150060 Lakewood Ranch 
703 Miller Chandra 0144320 St. Petersburg 
704 MIller Adam 80713 Ft. Lauderdale 
705 Miller Joseph 562181 Ponte Vedra Beach  
706 Mills John 107719 Jacksonville 
707 Milne Michael 549541 Orlando 
708 Minchin Jonathan 857521 Pensacola 
709 Miranda Whitney 65928 Tampa 
710 MITCHELL WAYNE 23454 N/A 
711 Mitchell James 30893 North Miami 
712 Moffett David 336750 Orlando 
713 Mohney Douglas 0997500 Cape Coral 
714 Mokwa Matthew 47761 Orlando 
715 MOLETTEIRE ROBERT 0376469 Melbourne 
716 Moon James 184713 Ft. Myers 
717 Mooney Thomas 0065536 Orlando 

718 Moore William 104794 Orlando 

719 Moore 
Suzette 
Marteny 668591 Lakeland 

720 Moore Geoffrey 99573 Orlando 
721 Moore Kevin 0047765 Jacksonville 
722 Moore Brian 0086167 Jacksonville 
723 Morales Elisa 112098 Orlando 
724 Morales  Natalie 0108710 Orlando  
725 Moran Mary 1022450 Orlando 
726 Moreau Luke 108421 Hollywood 
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727 Morgan  Mary Ann 613347 Orlando 
728 Morgan  Matt 88224 Orlando  
729 Morris-Webster Sage 101291 Orlando  
730 Morros Alina 89165 Tampa 
731 Morrow Mark 918008 Davie 
732 Morse J. Stanford 243329 Saint Petersburg 
733 Mueller Jeffrey 103563 Weston 
734 Mulholland Jason 0174572 Tampa 
735 Murphey  Ben 25489 Ft Lauderdale  
736 Murphy Daniel 119576 Sarasota 
737 Murphy Gaetano 122074 West Palm Beach 
738 Murphy J. Scott 0373001 Winter Park 
739 Murphy  Robert 717723 Fort Lauderdale 
740 Murray Sheena 0072244 Orlando 

741 Musleh Kelly 0016055 Ocala 
742 Musleh , Jr. Victor 998796 Ocala 
743 Nagle Ryan 1017917 Fort Lauderdale 
744 Naparstek Matthew 36296 Stuart 
745 Nation Mark 968560 Longwood 
746 Nava Perry 0109197 Orlando 
747 Navarro Gabriel 1010341 Miami 
748 Navarro Xavier 1025039 Miami 
749 Needle Andrew 239429 Miami 
750 Neff Casim 94030 St. Petersburg 
751 Negroni  Jose 476706 Plantation 
752 Nelson Ashley 1018348 Orlando 
753 Nelson Peter 1010357 Sarasota 
754 Nemerof Michael 96469 Hollywood 
755 Neville David 169498 Pinellas Park 
756 Newsome Richard 827258 Orlando 
757 Nightingale Robin 0387861 Safety Harbor 
758 Nilsen Dayna 120277 Orlando 
759 Nilsen Dayna 120277 Orlando 
760 Nogues Shana 99946 West Palm Beach 
761 Nommensen Lisa 124203 Jacksonville 
762 nooney J. Scott 0709964 Jacksonville 
763 Nooney Jr. Jeffery 1011565 Jacksonville 
764 norse kristin 965634 Tampa 
765 November John 088760 Jacksonville 
766 Nowicki Kristopher 89175 Jacksonville 

767 Nunez Jr Rafael 114617 Orlando 
768 O'Neil Angela 898864 Melbourne 
769 O'Neil Adam 103120 Orlando 
770 O’Neil Angela 898864 Melbourne  
771 OBrien Deborah  0580651 Orlando 
772 Odom Jason 476950 Personal Injury 
773 Ogle William 367400 Daytona Beach 
774 Ohall Carl 0009288 Brandon 
775 Oliver David 56638 Punta Gorda 
776 Oliveros Andres 597503 Tampa  
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777 Olmstead J Steele 499218 Tampa/Brooksville 
778 Orenstein Jessica 127182 Miami 
779 Ors Abiel 118360 Miami 
780 ossi john 946087 tampa 
781 Ourand William 092503 Orlando 
782 Owens Donny 347700 Jacksonville 
783 Padilla Lori 1000386 Orlando 
784 PAJCIC CURRY 21301 Jacksonville 
785 PAJCIC CURRY 0021301 Jacksonville 
786 Panagakis Nicholas 0116777 Orlando 
787 Paolino Eric 56686 St. Petersburg 
788 Papantonio Sara 1024826 Pensacola  
789 Papantonio Mike 335924 Pensacola 
790 Papantonio Mike 335924 Pensacola 

791 Papero Aaron 059782 West Palm Beach 
792 Parnell Thomas 441988 Tampa 
793 Parrish Philip 541877 Miami 
794 Pascucci Michael 83397 Davie 

795 Pate 
John-Russell 
B.  65014 Christiansted 

796 Patrick Tim 970311 Tampa 
797 Payas Armando 0343171 Orlando 
798 Payas Armando R. 0373141 Orlando 
799 Payne Spencer 0084289 Orlando 
800 Pcholinski Lauren 70228 St. Petersburg 
801 Peebles Carissa 100786 Fort Lauderdale  
802 Peltz Robert 220418 Miami 
803 Pendley Madeline 1019746 Pensacola 
804 Perenich Michael  102791 Clearwater 
805 Perkins Paul 899399 Maitland 
806 Perry Henry 0059765 Panama City 
807 Peterson Justin 0015608 Clearwater 
808 Petit Ellis 0115566 West Palm Beach 
809 Pettus Christopher 1005588 Riverview 
810 Phillips Dennis 423750 Fort Lauderdale  
811 Phillips Steven 0893374 West Palm Beach 
812 Pickert Alan 899410 Jacksonville 
813 Pickert Alan 899410 Jacksonville 
814 Pierce Tyler 33309 West Palm Beach 
815 Pierce Tyler 33309 West Palm Beach 

816 Pilon Chad 0581240 St. Petersburg 
817 Pincus Loren 0013841 Tampa  
818 Pinder Hutch 0778311 St. Petersburg 
819 Pipitone Michael 118382 Plantation 
820 Placencia Pete 0625541 New Port Richey 
821 Placencia Pete 0625541 New Port Richey 
822 Plasencia Rebecca 0861901 Miami 
823 Plotkin  Allen 607762 Jacksonville 
824 Polhemus Craig 009392 Cape Coral 
825 Pollick Robert 104803 Tampa 
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826 PORTNOY COREY 118859 Jacksonville 
827 Posgay Matthew 46590 Jacksonville 
828 Powell William 13852 Jacksonville 
829 Prather David C. 893412 West Palm Beach 
830 Pravato richard 86150 Fort Lauderdale 
831 Price William  313130 west palm beach 
832 Pryor Nikeisha 96549 Fort Lauderdale  
833 Quesada Michael 0711837 Tampa 
834 Quezon Amy 996180 Tampa 
835 Quinn Jaimie 27054 Plantation 
836 RADER ANDREW 421987 Coral Springs 
837 Ramos Eduardo 0189944 Miami 
838 Ramos Paola 1004205 Orlando 
839 RAMSEY SUSAN 450073 West Palm Beach 

840 Rash David 977764 Weston 
841 Ratzan Stuart 911445 Miami 
842 Ravis Raymond 144381 Jacksonville 
843 Ray Eric 29418 West Palm Beach 
844 Ream Gregory 111723 Cape Coral 
845 Reed Ryan 0107392 Brandon 
846 Reed Jacquelyn 107157 Tampa 
847 Reid Samantha 120129 Tampa 
848 Reid Phillippe 50245 Jacksonville 
849 Reifschneider Meranda 091970 Miami 
850 Reinhart Lindsay 1012339 West Palm Beach 
851 Resnick Bryan 0581658 Orlando 
852 Reyes Lillian 0313157 Tampa 
853 Reyes Lillian 0313157 tampa 
854 Reyes Nicholas 93931 Coral Gables 
855 Reynolds Carl 581801 Bradenton 
856 Reynolds Jr. Carl 120288 Clermont 
857 Rhoads J. Freddy 629936 West Palm Beach 
858 Riberts Gary 157837 West Palm beach  
859 Ricci Edward 39079 West Palm Beach 
860 Richard Benjamin 13896 Jacksonville 
861 Richardson  Takisha  42007 Palm Beach Gardens 
862 Rieger Jacquelyn 1011423 Delray Beach 
863 Rieth Adam 91986 Tampa 
864 Risch  Patrick  0165603 Tampa 
865 Rivas Tania 21235 Lutz 

866 Roberson Kelly 126446 Panama City 
867 Roberts Thomas 0099975 Jacksonville 
868 Roberts Michael 779741 Jacksonville 
869 Robertson Keith 0121260 Orlando  
870 Rodante Angela 092509 Tampa 
871 Rodriguez Catalina 1018145 Orlando 
872 Rogers Brett 117916 Fort Lauderdale 
873 Rogers John 101750 Pensacola 
874 Roman Mark 603831 Clearwater 
875 Romano Eric 120091 West Palm Beach 
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876 ROMANO JOHN 175700 West Palm Beach 

877 
Romero 

Mosquera Marcela 1031332 Orlando 
878 Roof Colby 118888 Orlando 
879 Roscoe Michael 0125286 Tampa 
880 Roselli Nicholas 98096 Boca Raton 
881 Rosen Eric 46383 Davie 
882 Rosenbaum David 83856 Tampa 
883 Rosenberg Shaun 106168 Orlando 
884 Rosenberg Alexis 335400 Sarasota 
885 Rosenberg Mark 989460 Jacksonville 
886 Rosenblum Chad 1018156 Hollywood 
887 Rosinski Jennifer 101182 Plantation 
888 Rossi Michael 086000 Tampa 

889 Rousselle Paula 280100 Tampa 
890 roy rob 967165 Tampa 
891 Rubio Sr Ramon 0737747 Plantation  
892 Rudd Ryan  54531 Orlando  
893 Ruffier Bill 603872 Orlando 
894 Ruiz Marco 100371 Ponte Vedra Beach 
895 Russo Nick 1010411 Orlando 
896 Russo Elizabeth 260657 Miami 
897 Sahadeo Ravin 1025661 Orlando 
898 Sakellis Nicolas 939269 Miami 
899 Salazar Erick  1005939 Orlando 
900 Salter Brad 90123 Saint Petersburg 
901 Sanabria Shayne 120140 Boca Raton 
902 Sanabria Sidney 1018167 Tampa 
903 SANCHEZ MATTHEW 72748 Fort Lauderdale 
904 Sanchez  Julian 0957038 Tampa 
905 Sanders Timothy 0065507 Tampa 
906 Sands Steven 0700710 Daytona Beach 
907 Santa Maria Diana 473340 Davie 
908 Santos Lavenia 788600 Coral Gables 
909 Sardina Sara 1024645 Jacksonville 
910 Sarduy Alfredo 1025689 Miami Lakes 
911 Saunders Joseph 0341746 Pinellas Park 
912 Saunooke Robert 972827 Ft. Lauderdale 
913 Scarola  John “Jack”  169440 West Palm Besch 
914 Scarpa Jr. Joseph 0351880 Orlando 

915 Scavo Dominic 1018954 Palm Harbor 
916 schuler Carl 308900 Jacksonville 
917 Schulman Marvin 312274 weston  
918 Schulte Christopher 976784 tampa 
919 Schwartz Daniel 124512 Miami 
920 Schwencke  Matthew  57132 West palm beach  
921 Scott Alexa 1002614 St. Petersburg 
922 Scott Carter 111757 Tallahassee 
923 Segal Nichole 41232 West Palm Beach 
924 Segurola Ignacio 0144436 Miami 
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925 Seidule Nicholas 67275 Winter Park 
926 Semago Marc 721441 Tampa 
927 Senft Alex 1035276 Boca Raton 
928 Serrano Mike 527221 Lutz 
929 Serrano Alex 104548 Tampa 
930 Sessums Mark 818534 Central Florida 
931 Seymore Jennifer 91701 Tallahassee 
932 Shapiro M.David 508764 Sarasota 
933 Shapiro Eric 036404 Pinecrest 
934 Shapiro Adam 1003145 Sarasota 
935 Shapiro  Richard  326755 Bradenton  
936 Shevin Harry 984450 Boca Raton 
937 Shields Laura 42267 Orlando 
938 SHILLING MATTHEW 21269 West Palm Beach 

939 Shmuely Rami 21273 North Miami Beach 
940 Sierra Nelson 124247 Jacksonville, FL 
941 Silverman David 119389 Ft. Lauderdale 
942 Sinclair Bradley 396923 Melbourne 
943 Singer David  306215 Hollywood 
944 Singha Chafica 0118923 St Petersburg 
945 Sitler Martin 0079075 Jacksonville 
946 Skafidas Arthur 0867160 Tampa 
947 Slinkman Richard 0058297 Jupiter 
948 Smeriglio James 118914 Orlando 
949 Smith Kerri 0183369 Boca Raton 
950 Smith Christopher 93047 Tampa 
951 Smith Andrew 107083 Plantation  
952 Smith Lisa-Gaye 118917 Plantation 
953 Smith Nicole 102380 Tampa 
954 Smith Daniel 0016249 Orlando 
955 Smith Joseph 10837 Maitland 
956 Smith Raymond 1031996 Palatka 
957 Smith Michael 0105368 Tavares 
958 SMITH STEPHEN A. 83548 Jacksonville 
959 Smith Michael 604143 West Palm Beach 
960 Smith  Mimi 0887358 Orlando 
961 Snure Tyler 0091661 Orlando 
962 Snyder Philip 815101 Plantation 
963 Snyder Barry 221491 miami 
964 Sooklal Dave 100801 Orlando 

965 soto anthony 816159 miami 
966 sotolongo pedro 0584101 Miami 
967 Souders Bradley 857718 Tampa 
968 Spano Bryce 584126 Tampa 
969 Sparkman Kevin 721743 Tampa 
970 Sparkman Kevin 721743 Tampa 
971 Speed Christopher  961991 West Palm Beach 
972 Sperry Martin 144917 Ft Lauderdale 
973 Speziok Christopher 1003695 Gainesville 
974 Spillis Peter 0897167 Ft. Lauderdale 
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975 Spohrer  Robert  184500 Jacksonville  
976 Stackhouse Michael 102860 Personal Injury 
977 Stamman Phillip 1010441 Panama City Beach 
978 Staudenmaier Paige 0124251 Orlando 
979 Staunton John 126950 Clearwater 
980 Stein  Barry 306304 Miami 
981 Steinberg Brett 11677 Delray Beach 
982 Steinhaus Chris 0147966 Orlando 
983 Stern Todd R 302201 Longboat Key 
984 Stevens Justin 54094 Jacksonville 
985 Stevens Craig  608149 Fort Myers 
986 Stewart Todd 0940674 Jupiter 
987 STEWART KELLEY 492132 FORT LAUDERDALE 
988 Stober Robert 104043 Tavernier 

989 Stottlemyer Emily 072146 Orlando 
990 Strochlic Kara  84726 Fort Lauderdale 
991 Studer  Seth 105595 Jacksonville 
992 Sullivan Brian 65073 West Palm Beach 
993 susser gary 622710 BOYNTON BEACH 
994 Sutter Corbin 1001155 Port Charlotte 
995 Sutter Brian 368636 PT CHARLOTTE 
996 Swift Tyler 0124260 Clermont 
997 Syfert Graham 39104 Orange Park 
998 Syfrett Kimberly 089966 Panama City 
999 Szematowicz Caitlin 98489 St. Petersburg 

1000 Tavarez Beatriz 0085043 Kissimmee 
1001 Taylor Mikayla 1025724 West Palm Beach 
1002 Taylor Keith 981532 Crystal River 
1003 Taylor Thomas 0125308 Pensacola 
1004 Taylor Joshua 0028542 Jacksonville 
1005 Taylor Kevin 1015569 Jacksonville 
1006 Taylor Zachary 1025725 Jacksonville 
1007 Taylor Stephanie  91233 Davie 
1008 Templer David 750506 Aventura 
1009 Terrell  James  106212 Jacksonville  
1010 Terry Karen 45780 26 
1011 Thatcher Dylan 1031532 Tampa 
1012 Thoele Amanda 75118 Jacksonville 
1013 Thomas D 818720 Saint Petersburg 
1014 Thomas John  22077 Jacksonville 

1015 Thomas Michele 981567 Fort Lauderdale 
1016 Thomas Adrian 981559 Fort Lauderdale 
1017 Thomas Dalton 0121698 Fort Lauderdale 
1018 Thompson Ryan 108389 Jacksonville 
1019 Thompson James 0872938 St. Petersburg 
1020 Thompson David 0062252 Jacksonville 
1021 Thomson Jonathan 076270 Orlando 
1022 Timmons Rebecca 0121701 Pensacola 
1023 Tinstman Eric 70892 Miami 
1024 Tiralosi Megan 1025732 Tampa 
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1025 Todd Lauren 117980 Jacksonville 
1026 Tolbert Susan 0614327 Daytona Beach 
1027 Tomesko Steven 0098310 Orlando 
1028 TOMESKO STEVEN 0098310 Orlando 
1029 Toth Adrienn 1002866 Orlando 
1030 Travieso Robert 106213 Jacksonville  
1031 Trentalange Mike 850942 Tampa 
1032 Tress John 0183751 Maitland 
1033 Trinkler Robert 972088 Fort Lauderdale 
1034 Tripp Jr George Alan 42690 Seminole 
1035 Trombley Wes 684953 Tampa 
1036 Trujillo Johnny 0697257 Tampa 
1037 Tuccitto  Christopher 168297 Dania Beach 
1038 Tucker John 0899917 St. Petersburg 

1039 Tucker (Puritz) Mary 0007986 Tallahassee 
1040 Tuohy - Fleming Colleen 60443 Orlando 
1041 turnbull Sanga 0585327 Lakeland 
1042 Tyler Ryan 121934 Boynton Beach 
1043 Ubiles Miguel 124274 Orlando 
1044 Umberger Courtney 88240 Tampa 
1045 Underwood II Robert 0684971 Jacksonville 
1046 Untiedt Whitney 15819 Miami 
1047 usdin mark 0476315 Jacksonville 
1048 Utter Brook 107808 Tampa 
1049 Valdes Manuel 13307 Coral Gables 
1050 Vallejos-Nichols Dawn 0009891 Gainesville 
1051 Valtcheva Iva 92117 Palm Harbor 
1052 Vannatta Robert 0055890 West Palm Beach 
1053 Vecchioli Joseph 0497770 Tampa 
1054 Ver Ploeg Brenton 171470 Miami 
1055 Vickaryous James 986933 Lake Mary 
1056 Vinas Francisco 0076228 Miami 
1057 Vitale Michael 17136 Orlando 
1058 Vitale David 115179 West Palm Beach 
1059 Vitoria Michael 0135534 Palm Harbor 
1060 Vloedman D 327468 Gainesville  
1061 Von roenn Nicolle 70294 Jacksonville 
1062 Waas Norman 614432 Coral Gables 
1063 Waddell Michele 116086 Jacksonville 
1064 Wade Joe 35066 Jacksonville  

1065 Wadley William  340170 St. Petersburg 
1066 Wagner Kasey 102382 Jacksonville 
1067 Wagner Alan 347105 Tampa 
1068 Wainey Deborah 0054556 Cape Coral 
1069 Wald Carl 83208 West Palm Beach 
1070 Waldman Ross Lauri 311200 Miami 
1071 Walker Stephen 497851 Jupiter 
1072 Walker Daniel 1018257 West Palm Beach 
1073 WALKER WILLIAM 0085552 JACKSONVILLE 
1074 Walrath Michael 0019328 Miami 
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1075 Ward jr Vincent 748145 Tampa 
1076 wardell james 868061 tampa 
1077 Ware Kristen 121496 Tampa 
1078 Warner Deborah 148156 Casselberry 
1079 Warner Aaron 111804 Lake Worth 
1080 Warner Scot 0090311 Casselberry 
1081 Warriner Clell  374131 West Palm Beach 

1082 Wasson 
Karen 
Dineen 0117587 Orlando 

1083 Wasylik Pashoukos 0191620 Tampa 
1084 Watrel Stephen 958999 Jacksonville 
1085 Wayne Philip 1002665 Orlando 
1086 Weatherstone Alana 104712 Davie 
1087 Webber Milette 0145874 Orlando 

1088 weidner matthew 0185957 st petersburg 
1089 Weintraub Arlen 114144 Jacksonville 
1090 Weissman Stuart 57909 Coconut Grove 
1091 Weitzner Howard 22127 Coral Springs 
1092 Wells Kim 0629219 VALRICO 
1093 Whalen Jeanmarie 993115 Palm Beach Gardens 
1094 White Anthony 9989 Fort Lauderdale 
1095 White Marlon 0302261 Florida 
1096 Whitman Cynthia 1002892 Tampa 
1097 Wieland Glen 358223 Orlando 
1098 Wigand Christopher 0175439 Plantation 
1099 Willard Brad 0062827 Gainesville 
1100 Williams Joel 0091708 Bradenton 
1101 Williams  Melissa  100084 St. Petersburg 
1102 Wimsett Gary 0120774 Gainesville 
1103 Winstead  Ashley  0042944 Jacksonville  
1104 Winston Bradley 766208 Davie 
1105 Winston Andrew 010014 Davie 
1106 Wise Jared 1000414 Orlando 
1107 Wolf David 857157 Jacksonville 
1108 Wolfe Tami 903530 Ft. Lauderdale 
1109 Wong Aaron 073598 Orlando 
1110 Wood Michael 42970 Plantation 
1111 Woodlief  Mitchel 367036 Jacksonville  
1112 Woods Kevin 105600 Tampa 
1113 Wright Melvin 0559857 Orlando 

1114 Wright Ernest 285749 MELBOURNE 
1115 Wright Joshua  0099230 Tampa  
1116 Wyman Andrew 326010 Boca Raton 
1117 Yaeger Laura 101972 Tierra Verde 
1118 Yaffa Gregory 0586412 Palm Beach Gardens 
1119 Yaffa Samuel 11584 DELRAY BEACH 
1120 Yanes Katherine 0159727 Tampa 
1121 Yates  Stacy 25935 Tampa  
1122 Yonon Brett 59605 Fort Lauderdale 
1123 Young Logan 11016 Orlando 
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1124 Young James 567507 Jacksonville 
1125 Young Chris 656631 Panama City 
1126 Zambrano Gabriel F 0005710 Delray Beach 
1127 Zapiec Caroline 113928 BOCA RATON 
1128 Zaritsky Michael 0090395 Tampa 
1129 Zatik Alexander 110460 Parkland 
1130 Zebersky Edward 908370 Ft Lauderdale 
1131 Zele Gregory 127248 Jupiter 
1132 Zervos Angela  120839 Tarpon Springs  
1133 zervos demetri 1024793 Tampa 
1134 Zhadanovskiy Boris 1002923 West Palm Beach 
1135 Zmijewski Donna 0573310 Orlando 
1136 Zohar Ashley 0122131 Tampa 
1137 zuckerman diane 0752592 Tampa 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1st day of June, 2022, a true 

and correct copy of the foregoing was filed with the Clerk of the 

Florida Supreme Court by using the Florida Courts e-Filing Portal.   

I further certify that a copy of the foregoing has been mailed via 

USPS Priority Mail Tracking Number 9405 5092 0212 1606 2860 13 

to Workgroup Chair, Chief Judge Robert Morris, Second District 

Court of Appeal, P.O. Box 327, Lakeland, FL 33802, and sent 

electronically to OSCA Staff Liaison, Tina White, 500 South Duval 

Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32399, whitet@flcourts.org. 

 

/s/ Maegen Peek Luka   
 MAEGEN PEEK LUKA 
 Florida Bar No.: 549851 
 NEWSOME MELTON 

201 South Orange Avenue, 
Suite 1500 

 Orlando, Florida 32801 
 Telephone: (407) 648-5977 
 Facsimile: (407) 648-5282 
 Attorneys for Plaintiff   
 luka@newsomelaw.com 
 kristine@newsomelaw.com  
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